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Star Trek Fan Film Guidelines Announced

CBS & Paramount

Dear Star Trek fans
Dear Star Trek fans

Star Trek fandom is like no other

True Like Share
Exhibit

17
9/28/16

John Van Litters
Cathryn L. Baker. CSR 7695

Your support enthusiasm and passion are the reasons that Star Trek has flourished for five decades and will continue long into the future You
are the reason the original Star Trek series was rescued and renewed in 1968 and the reason it has endured as an iconic and multi -
generational phenomenon that has spawned seven television series and 13 movies

Throughout the years many of you have expressed your love for the franchise through creative endeavors such as fan finis So today we want
to show our appreciation by bringing fan films back to their roots

The heart of these fan films has always been about expressing one s love and passion for Star Trek They have been about fan creativity and
sharing unique stories with other farts to show admiration for the TV shows and movies These films are a labor of love for any fan with desire
imagination and a camera

We want to support this innovation and encourage celebrations of this beloved cultural phenomenon It is with this perspective in mind that we
are introducing a set of guidelines at . ,.er t Ak t ,a- F irt:.

Thank you for your ongoing and steadfast enthusiasm and support which ensure that Star Trek will continue to inspire generations to come

CBS and Paramount Pictures
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Jorn host Jordan Hoffman and CBS's John Van Litters for a discussion of the Star Trek fan film guidelines on the Wednesday. June 29th

episode of F

Follow us for more news at StarTrek.com

and via our social media sites.

Jaffe the Federate!' at StarFleet.com
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Crusher Reunion Set for DSTE
Star Trek Space, The Final Frontier T -Shirt

!A Ai=
$24.95 Buy Now
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Timelines Trek 50th Trailer Revealed
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Star Trek The Next Generation Command Uniform
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Recce ^.s

Your fan film guidelines are laughable After decades of supporting official Trek. I'm now done III

support projects Ike Axanar and other fan films that stick more to the spirit of Trek than anything
you ve produced recently I will not pay to see Beyond in theaters nor will I pay to watch your new
pay -to -view series on your streaming service You've lost a file -long Trek fan

P.r

These guidelines are complete garbage. Limited to 2 15- minute spots? No main stream Trek actors
(indirectly saying no appearances by currentformer characters)? These are not "guidelines' in any
sense of the word They are straight up restrictions that say that Paramount doesn't care about fans
of Trek. Axanar has been a better production than anything out of Trek recently, and it was done for
of Trek. Axanar has been a better production than anything out of Trek recently, and it was done for
way less cost Paramount simply got afraid that fans were going to make a better product than they
themselves were willing to make These restrictions are not in the spirit of true Trek fandom and
Roddenberry is rolling over in his grave right now. I was looking forward to a new Trek series. this haz,
completely made me lose hope that Trek will ever return to its glory days Good job Paramount,
you're killing one of the best franchises in history

Rerun

These guidelines are absolutely awful and completely stifle any legitimate fan films that were
produced in the spirit of the original Star Trek Like others have mentioned, 1 will not support the new
series coming out nor will I support Beyond (which looks horrible) The fan films maintained the
original vision of Gene Roddenberrv. The latest commercial offerings pander to the lowest common
denominator of the audience at blatant attempts at money grabs.
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machias
8-18 am
Thu Jun 23

m_123
823 am
Thu Jun 23

Victor_M
8:35 am
Thu Jun23

trinirouge
8'39 am
Thu Jun23

Creabl/astA RTS
8.45 am
Thu Jun 23

JoshuaJSlone
8:55 am
Thu Jun 23

christian.gossett
9:01 am

9:01 am
Thu Jun 23

BigSchu22
8'56 am
Thu Jun23

jfvonjr
9:09 am
Thu Jun 23

Report this

These guidelines are absolutely awful and completely stifle any legitimate fan films that were
produced in the spirit of the original Star Trek Like others have mentioned, I will not support the new
series coming out nor will I support Beyond (which looks horrible) The fan films maintained the
original vision of Gene Roddenberry The latest commercial offerings pander to the lowest common
denominator of the audience at blatant attempts at money grabs

Report This

WTF? THESE ARE THE WORST FAN FILM GUIDLINES EVERT IIIn!!uu!II

Report This

I'm truly appalled by these guidelines Those drafting them have shown no imagination or acceptance
of the part random (and in particular groups and projects such as Star Trek Continues) Do those that
have drafted these guidelines think that a fan series in any way reduces revenue. calls the the
franchise into dispute or is in any way confused with an official film /series? Really - a prime example
of a set of guidelines drawn up by totally uncreative morons of the highest caliber who don't deserve
to draw a salary I'm also now withdrawing my support for the rebooted trek and series I'll wait until
the film can be watched free. you'll get no DVD or theatre revenue from me, and won't be subscribing
to watch the new series.

Repo? this

They say that Money is the root of al evil, These guidefenes just goes to prove that statement right..
Sad sad day it Star Trek Histcryl (

Revert is
Whether CBS like's it or not Star Trek is a part of human culture' Its a part of our history and ifs a
part of ust I understand CBS may own the IP Fine And only CBS and it s licensee's can turn a Profit
for the IPI But Fan fiction. Fan art and Fan expression should be tolerated' Can one company realty
own and dictate a piece of our world culture? Star Trek should belong to everyone' Everything they've
done 2009 and forward has been nothing more than superficial fluff in comparison to the stories
before it

R ccrt .

It does seem like these guidelines were written in such a way that it would prevent 95% of the tan
works people have actually heard of Seems Pike it mostly just allows, say. me to make a YouTube
video

Listen, I directed Prelude to Axanar If I'm telling you that CBS and P have very good reasons for
doing this because Axanar was abusing the fan film system, I hknow what I'm talking about Don't be

loing mis because / xana via 36%14 ne` an turn system Itkñów wñá Ym mixing aorirLrohn ttoe
angry at CBS If you're angry, blame the person who pushed the legal boundaries way past what
could be allowed For DECADES CBS and P had no problem with fan films What changed?
Somebody took it all too far and forced their hand

Report this

" and cannot be currently or previously employed on any Star Trek series. films . production of DVDs
or with any of CBS or Paramount Pictures licensees " -- Axanar is out then because Tony Todd. Gary
Graham, and J G Hertzler are all associated with previous productions ??

R'pert

These guidelines are absurd You guys don't have the guts to go all the way and tell us you don't
want any 'fan' made productions Instead you make it nearly impossible to make anything of
substantial quality AND you make it ambiguous enough so that legal challenges are more likely than
not You've made a serious error I believe and it will come back to haunt you financially That's what
it's all about in the end isn't it? Money.
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vivienne.anthony
vivienne.anfhony
9:31 am
Thu Jun23

I, david.okum
9:38 am
Thu Jun 23

Tel Ter
37 am

Thu Jun23

Pentameter
9:37 am
Thu Jun 23

chartes -britto
9.49 am
Thu Jun23

K.J Spores
9:55 am
Thu Jun 23

trinirotige
1001 am
Thu Jun 23

Nikstar
1005 am
Thu Jun 23

Redrusty66
1008 am
Thu Jun 23

I made this The restrictions is nonsense and does nothing except shutdown fan films
I made this. The restrictions is nonsense and does nothing except shutdown fan films .

https ilwww change orglplstar -trek- fans -boycott- star -trek -paramount- and -cbs- films- and -shows

Report this

These guidelines do nothing but alienate the very people that have kept this franchise alive for 50
years This is a poorly considered betrayal Trek fans have always been more than just consumers of
a product they have created along the way and contributed to a community These guidelines are an
insult to the community

Report this

To put a positive spin on things since everyone is raging fm actually very interested in seeing what
kinds of creative things and stories people will come up with It surely is a new era for fan films

Report M s

Report thus

These guidelines are horrible. Why the restrict on on costumes for example You've guaranteed that
the meager amounts raised by aowdfunding will be eaten up by the costume budget if nothing else.
You have effectively destroyed every current Star Trek fan - production (audio and video) in existence.

Rrcc ^ ç
The spin you are trying to put on this CBS/Paramount will fail You don't care about the fans Your
guidelines kill fan fikns and and you know it Be aware of the power of the interne! Your movie and
series will fail because your guildiies will be published for all to see The hate from all fans will be
known to you If you think the lawsuit got you bad press, just wait until you see the 10 fold fan hate
you'll get on these guildfines

Thanks for bringing down the whole idea of fan films_

This is almost like The Fine B':- rs all over again)

Welp, this is bullshit I dont know about you all but I'm officially boycotting all future Star Trek movies
and TV shows I say future because DS9 is too awesome to boycott

screw you and your guidelines all you are gonna do is make people refuse to support your "Official`
work in lieu of fan projects who actually stay true to Gene's vision. You PIMPS are only po'd that fan
films and series are 25 limes better than anything you lame greedy pigs can do since you sabotaged
Enterprise' Let the court cases begin' And I officially wouldn t watch your new series or any new
movies you make now if you frakkin paid me
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christoph.zepletal
rote am
Thu Jun 23

To everybody out here crying and complaining : Axanar - for months on end - asked for guidelines,
complaining that they had to do what they do because there were no guidelines Now here they are -
maybe they are not what Axanar wished for but now everybody knows what's cool and what's not

Tantulas359 This was not the right diredion to go They should have taken steps to mirror the rules for making
Star Wars fan films10:17 am

Thu Jun 23

TheArbiterOfJustice This is utter hogwash For CBS to claim they support fan creativity, and then cripple them with
10211 am punitive, capricious, and arbitrary "guidelines" that amount to little more than manacles is a slap it
Thu Jun 23 the face to the ideals Star Trek used to instill in all of us. Now at the new Star Trek stands for is

hypocritical corporate tyranny These absurd diktats are the film equivalent of allowing all the fan
ñ,7F;(3 itrcä 1.337Prife tyranny'fhese alsrrródlkiats are Ú e rim eqû vaÌèM o âhowmg âli tgiê fan
novels you can write as long as none of them go over 500 words, and must only be printed single -
sided on Official Star Trek Novel Papertam) which has a low. low cost of only $39 99 per sheet
Shame on you, CBS. You have finally killed Star Trek

RangerPrimeX
1029 an
Thu Jun 23

Capin
1030 am
Thu Jun 23

richard.flores
richard.flores
10 35 am
Thu Jun 23

Ravenholme
10'52 am
Thu Jun 23

Corylea
10 54 am
Thu Jun 23

rgiss
IC) 59am
Thu Jun : r

This will kill off almost all the fan productions out there that only help keep Star Trek going in- between
movies and TV shows Please listen to the fans and work out more reasonable guidelines for the
sake of the franchise and fandom.

Thanks for nothing CBSI I do not mean to be ugly but these guidelines are ridiculous 15 minutes?
Seriously? You say you care about the fans and their creativity However these guidelines are a slap
in the face to the fans and a major stifling of the creativity of those who work so hard to keep the real
spirit of Star Trek afive I've been a fan since 1973 and I cannot remember a time when I have been
so frustrated or disappointed with those who hold the reigns to Star Trek I miss Gene

You would have been better off just saying that you did not support fan films All this does is make

You would have been better off just saying that you did not support fan films All this does is make
you make you looked two faced and alienates the very fans you claim to want to get back

This is a clear, you don't want fan films and this guidelines document is clear on that I honestly don't
care if there are fan films . but people passionate enough to create content for free or support front
other fans should be allowed to generate something without profit longer than your ridiculous 15
minute limitation on 2 part maximum (30mins maximum with no sequential content's seriously ")) all
this is clearly an attack on Axanar and other fan productions you might as well go to every fan
production and destroy their sets. production equipment. costumes. everything because you just
alienated your fanbase

Report +is

These guidelines are terrible and ridiculous The "Star Trek Continues" people have always played
fair with you and have never made any money off of your intellectual property and you treat them
like this I HAD been excited about the new series that was going to debut on CBS in 2017, but now
I'm not sure that I'll subscribe after all You people disgust met

Report C s

So, by banning all professional filmmakers and actors from making fan movies you declare that movie
professionals are not allowed to be Star Trek fans9 Great job Paramount.
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marSOVia
1190 am
Thu Jun 23

t_ynneaS1
1121 am
Thu Jun 23

Report this

Neither CBS nor Paramount are hurting from Fanfilrns, on the contrary they benefit from the greater
passion of the fans It's hilarious how they now cut of their own legs Instead of realizing the
opportunity to make money with Fanfilms, that they don't even have to finance They reduce and
diminish their own franchise, a thriving one despite the odds And that's for those hardcore fans you
now Stab in the back.

@-t-uit lh.y

"We want to support this innovation and encourage celebrations of this beloved cultural
phenomenon " What baloney Blah blah blah Your guidelines state the opposite. Thanks for helping
to kill Star Trek with corporate greed

f?swit the

Hegemony.Cricket These rules seem perfectly reasonable, with two exceptions The 15 minute time limit with no option
12113 pm to serialize would rule out the format of many favourite fan films I'm curious about the rationale
Thu Jun 23 behind #4 I suspect the reason is to avoid third party companies from dumping off -brand uniforms

and props onto the market, but the language makes it sound as though kids who have their moms
make their uniforms will get sued and shut down Clarification is needed

ccentner
1223 pm
Thu Jun 23

Pmec,J.
These fan film guidelines are too draconian Fan films are about building and connecting with the
greater Trek fan community Inviting individuals who have had a role on Star Trek has atway been a
way to honor them and to allow the farts to celetxate their contributions These fan films have also
provided experience for new fans who are entering the creative community. Further. the 15 minute
limitation vastly limits the potential of story arc or theme extension Finally the limitations on the
funding will only hinder the new fans who want to participate in this community This is the 50th
anniversary of Trek, and I urge Paramount not to demean or belittle the fan community, who kept
Trek alive for years

P.tç, .

marshalloak l'm not American But I'm a Star Trek fan for over 35 years now And I was thinking about making a
1z,+ _,_ fan film. But the Fan Film Guidelines made it even more impossible to make it II ft's sad the

i12_24 am

__.
fan film. But the Fan Film Guidelines made it even more impossible to make it II fi's sad the

Thu Jun 23 limitations imposed by CBSrP It will surely affect ALL the ongoing (fantastic) productions already in
the works and some that certainly will STOP after the release of this severe rules This (the rules) will
affect the fandom in all senses ar.,! most certainty it will bring down so many long term fans It's a
sad day, today All this is a big shame...

wolfeye.mertz
1224 pm
Thu Jun 23

TravisKindred
12 57 pm
Thu Jun 23

These guldesinds are a load of Merde Pardon my french They don't encourage innovation and a
celebration of Star Trek at all' They do just the opposite You kited every single worthwhile fan film
ever made.

As a huge fan who has watched every episode read dozens of the books, watched many of the fan -
films, and played most of the games fm appalled to see fellow fans not understanding why the
studios needed to create these rules Frankly it's a bit infantile to expect these guys to run a business
when anyone can make nearly a million bucks using their franchise The Axanar production company
was dead wrong to do what they did and nobody can call a movie with three times the budget of Mad
Max a fan -film With that said. this was a terrible solution Support from fans is at an all -time low I
blame this entirely on the studios' lack of insight into their fans, the community has been handled
VERY poorly over the past decade or so While the first reboot movie was a bit amusing, Into
Darkness and JJ'sdiislike of Trek are going to lead to terrible box -office numbers for Beyond
MIRli e.M.P..,tslilig Mgt gttréNr°YniTyr q lzs2$ ran tkadai4 ú4i éeifAúgf yifii S4 i$w& one

Enterprise wasn't that great either Now Trek fans need to pay for a special service to watch one
show and fan -films are being asked to hop on one leg with both arms behind their back in order to
"support innovation and encourage celebrations ofStar Trek]" What I fear most is a fantastic new
Trek show, and it will be Brian Fuller at the head alongside other Trek greats means that this wil be
awesome Unfortunately half of the fanbase will boycott out of feelings of betrayal and the other half
won't pay for the online service The new fantastic show will have ZERO audience because the
studios don't understand long -term investments or how to treat a fanbase. I beg you, Paramount and
CBS. please rethink the points on this list that are obviously going to harm the fan producers Rethink
the fans We're a huge source of revenue Nerds will give you everything they have for a good story
You just don't seem to understand us at all.
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TravisKindred
12:57 pm
Thu Jun 23

striatic
1258 pm
Thu Jun 23

Red Omega
1:34 pm
Thu Jun 23

CaptainHawkl
1:34 pm
Thu Jun 23

surnmoner2100
I 35 pm
Thu Jun 23

eduardo.raydan
147 pm

1 47 pm
Thu Jun 23

r- AdrniralJimLogan
1:50 pm
Thu Jun 23

Report this

As a huge fan who has watched every episode, read dozens of the books. watched many of the fan -
films, and played most of the games, I'm appalled to see fellow fans not understanding why the
studios needed to create these rules Frankly, it's a bit infantile to expect these guys to run a business
when anyone can make nearly a million bucks using their franchise The Axanar production company
was dead wrong to do what they did and nobody can call a movie with three times the budget of Mad
Max a fan -film With that said, this was a terrible solution. Support from fans is at an all-time low I
blame this entirety on the studio& lack of insight into their fans. the community has been handled
VERY poorly over the past decade or so While the first reboot movie was a bit amusing, Into
Darkness and JJ's dislike of Trek are going to lead to terrible box -office numbers for Beyond
Enterprise wasn't that great either Now. Trek fans need to pay for a special service to watch one
show and fan -films are being asked to hop on orte leg with both arms behind their back in order to
"support . innovation and encourage celebrations [of Star Trek] ' What I fear most is a fantastic new
Trek show. and it will be Brian Fuller at the head alongside other Trek greats means that this will be
awesome Unfortunatebr half of the fanbase will bó ycott out of feelings of betrayal and the other half.y3uC ,.0 I vsc
awesome Unfortunately, half of the fanbase will boycott out of feelings of betrayal and the other half
won't pay for the online service The new. fantastic show will have ZERO audience because the
studios don't understand long -term investments or how to treat a fanbase I beg you. Paramount and
CBS, please rethink the points on this list that are obviously going to harm the fan producers Rethink
the fans. We're a huge source of revenue Nerds will give you everything they have for a good story.
You just don't seem to understand us at all

Report this

Preventing ongoing series betrays either a true disdain for or complete misunderstanding of how fan
communities sustain themselves You get together a bunch of people and raise a bunch of money
and spend a ton of time putting together a fan film and people love itt Your hard work and
community building generates all this excitement and community inertia but Paramount's response
is "Tough luck Game over Go home your fun is done

r..
We have had decades of fan films with no problem, until Axanar pissed in the pool Building a studio
with donor funds selling unlicensed model kits and COFFEE with Star Trek logos Its a sad day but
I do not blame CBS I blame the cue fan film that burned them all

Report 7is

Well if Axanar /Alec Peters simply stopped manufacturing and sating unlicensed Star Trek
merchandise when they were told to on multiple occasions by the plaintiffs, we wouldn't be here
today #ThanksAxanar

Unlike most of the comments on this page. I think these fan film guidelines are fairly generous They
could have COMPLETELY restricted what was done Star Wars fan films are similar to this, but with
the restriction that NO fan funding can be done, what so evert Nonet To all you people commenting
that it's "garbage" and laughable then ou can blame Axanar for this in it's entirety They are the
ones who forced CBStParamount's hand in doing this If you can't see that each point of this directly
coincides with everything that Axanar has done. then you are a fool (or an blind Axanar follower)
either way it's the same Don't blame CBS\Paramount for creating these when they had to be done
with what Axanar have done Blame the right people Axanar have jeopardised all Trek fan films now.
Besides it's not impossible Star Trek was built on creativity Creativity and understanding is what is
needed now. You can still make fan films.

Repert :his

t"s really frustrating to hate the corporation that owns the franchise you loved the most t was really
looking forward to the new series and wanted to go to the new movie on day one, but after readin
.- :_....,._... ,....._ b..... -_ _.c..:_r u_._..- _r..--...- _.........$__- . _k._1 4:_.... _........., n..- - :... _. i.: :....
looking forward to the new series and wanted to go to the new movie on day one. but after reading
thing I wont even buy an official #startrek mug or any other merchandise anymore Great job at killing
Star Trek, #ParamountPictures and #CBS

As a Star Trek fan. I am appalled by these guidelines They're not only super restrictive,
unreasonable. lacking in flexibility & lacking in tolerance These fan films were no threat to the official
Trek until CBS 8. Paramount made it an issue Decisions have consequences. So this is what CBS &
Paramount have to face I will not watch either Star Trek Beyond or the new TV show I stop buying
all Trek related merchandise as of today I will team with fans to form an organized boycott We willl
not cooperate until these guidelines allow for 45 to 55 minute episodes realistic fundraising goals. 2
hour films custom uniforms use of Trek name. use of Trek music, & a reasonable tolerance used in
the past Star Trek was built on infinite diversity in infinite combinations I see neither diversity nor
combinations in these guidelines I encourage my fans to do the same This is botti greed &
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clark.alezander
2:00 pan
Thu Jun 23

stevespikes
202 pm
Thu Jun 23

reuben.frederick
2:02 pm
Thu Jun23

macenulty
2D pm
Thu Jun23

the.n810
210 pm
Thu Jun 23

the.n810
2:10 pm
Thu Jun23

Koszalin
2.11 pm
Thu Jun23

Iilmanjs
2 1 pm
Thu Jun 23

Report this

What a crock of B S You're "guidelines" make any fan production impossible Who is going to be able
to tell a decent story following those rules? No one. that's who The only thing you've done is
highlighted your combined corporate greed You may as well have taken the Star Trek fan base, laid
everyone out on the ground, and then urinated all over our faces CBS All Accesso CANCELED
Seeing 'Beyond? CANCELED
JCCrIy UCyullu ! lifu\liLLLl/.

This could only end badly. imho ¡¡They) want to set up restrictions to fan creators vision in time
allowed for a project This is why I love the Star Wars fan films, and the universe. in general George
Lucas and LucasFilm LTD. embraced the fans' creativity and vision That's why any filmmaker today
stated that the reason they became a filmmaker was because of STAR WARS No one said they
wanted to make movies because of STAR TREK ri save the conversation on the communities for
another time Don't get me wrong I enjoy the stories put forth in STAR TREK But I live in a galaxy
far. far away. but I will "visit" the Alpha Quadrant from time to time But no longer' Oh! If it was not for
Star Wars there would not be a Star Trek The Motion Picture. or any following movie. or Star Trek
The Next Generation thanks to ILM's special effects wizardry

Well it seems CBS and Paramount Pictures Do not care for Star Trek With the release of the new to
Kill orders on Star Trek Fan Films. You have no due what you have done To piss off the Fan base
that make Star Trek is just proving the Collective mind of CBS/P is gone You are the caregivers to
Star Trek we are the Heart and WE are the backbone With out us you have nothing You can kiss
away the whole lot of Fans you just insulted and offended #IstandwithAxanar We will fight this. we
have more money and power then CBS/P and you will feel our collective anger soon enough

Report *his

Report ins
So no more fan films at all Just crap from 1. ; who don't care about Trek at all Lovely

Report 1..s

This is highly disappointing Like many of the others commenting I feel insulted both as a fan and as a
creator Star Trek used to be a playground of the mind. where people could explore new amazing
ideas and issues Now you want us to boil it down into 15 minute ads for commercially available toys.
The smart move by CBS would be to let us play as much as we want but put restrictions on the sale
of films and require us pay to CBS/Paramount a hefty percentage for all physical/digital copies sold
Then for the copies sold. you could get revenue without having to actually put anything into If
CBS /Paramount did this, you could quite literally get FREE MONEY from a fan base hungry for
content Instead you seem to content to place restrictions so tight on us that we feel like an unwanted
stepchild. tolerated, but not loved. Gene 1s probably spinning in his grave

Report 1,s

This is highly disappointing Like many of the others commenting I feel insulted both as a fan and as a
creator Star Trek used to be a playground of the mind, where people could explore new amazing
ideas and issues Now you want us to boil it down into 15 minute ads for commercially available toys
The smart move by CBS would be to let us play as {m,uch as we want but put restrictions on the sale
4f1 idrillakttiiiniMilt 4nr i it aP a,Aer e rá' aliVeWir diPi ÌRK9i9/s 8RigkViSt
of films. and require us pay to CBS/Paramount a hefty percentage for al physical/digital copies sold.
Then for the copies sold, you could get revenue without having to actually put anything into If
CBS/Paramount did this. you could quite literally get FREE MONEY from a fan base hungry for
content Instead you seem to content to place restrictions so tight on us that we feel like an unwanted
stepchild. tolerated. but not loved Gene is probably spinning in his grave

Greed and fear win again These guidelines are nothing but a joke and do not embrace the ideals of
Star Trek If your aim was to drive away your fan base then well done, you have succeeded

It is lovely to know how much you care about the fans Which goes to show. you realty don't because
these guidelines kill off all current fan films and encourage nobody to want to make more of them If
this is your goal, that's pretty sad and not supportive of your fans at all
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wayne.grant
2-.113 pm
Thu Jun 23

. 411 captjonl @aol.com
220 pm
Thu Jun 23

andy.renwick
2:22 pm
Thu Jun 23

RAlfieri
2:22 pm
Thu Jun 23

byron.crump
222 pm
Thu Jun23

troy.light1020322313
5994523
2:23 pm
Thu Jun23

Report this

Report this

This is a joke, fair to say I agree with 99% of the comments here as I have not yet seen one yet that
likes the guidelines.

Report this

The $ #8t hits the fansl From reading these comments. it seems that the vast majority of fan reaction
is beginning to shift from vilfyin9 Peters to resisting these new guidelines and trying to find ways to
communicate fan disapproval directly to the studios At this point, blaming Alec Peters and Axanar
accomplishes little, while voicing fan objections and outrage may be the ONLY WAY to save fan films
(that or having Axanar win its legal case)

Report this

These new guidelines are stifling, please con, der changing them.

Report This

Y'all are screwing the fans and yourselves in the process If this stands. rm personally done with
CBS/Paramount You won't get another dime from me I've been a fan since the beginning 50 years
ago You're killing Trek To quote Mr. Spock' äGoToHelI #IStandWithAxanar #RIPTrek

Report this

Look I understand the need for guide lines I really do but these go way to far Why don't you take a
look at how Doctor Who, Star Wars. etc handle fan productions Better yet why don't start making
good Star Trek again if you did we wouldn't have to do it ourselves If you cant handle Star Trek and
do it correctly you have no right what so ever to own it Give it back to us.

Report this

Absolutely disgusted Having read these 'guidelines' I don't see how anyone would be able to create a
fan -film of any quality that would be able to tell a story of any interest to the Star Trek fandom 15
minutes or 30 minutes (in 2 parts I episodes) is NOT enough time to be able to tell a decent story with
any set up regarding characters. plot / story, location, etc If we were talking about something where
the original crew were involved, something instantly recognizable. then you can dispense with the
WHO part. but still, you have to develop the What. Where. When, How of the story to make it

WHO part. but still you have to develop the What, ere. When, How of the story to make it
believable Star Wars can pull off a 15 minute fan -film, because most of the time, its a fl htsaber duel,
and you could have two nobodies go at it and have a fantastic saber duel with all the bells and
whistles and people would be enthralled Star Trek is NOT like that In addition, limiting these fan-
films by making it so that anyone who has ever been in a professional Star Trek episode I film in the
past essentially says, You can have Captain I -Am -A -Jerk but you can't have Avery Brooks play that
character if he wanted to ' Why not? Why can't JG Hertzler or Gary Graham play a part in a fan -film?
This is garbage. and you guys know it As I've already stated elsewhere, if I were to use these
guidelines against the fan -films that have already been created Star Trek Continues. Star Trek Next
Phase, Star Trek Horizons, Star Trek Renegades Axanar. the fist goes on not ONE of them would
be able to meet these guidelines You claim to want Star Trek fans to show their creativity and
express their passion for the Star Trek franchise but you limit their ability to such a degree that the
only things that will be created are garbage Admit your fears CBS / Paramount you're afraid that
fans of today can create a Star Trek film of similar quality to what you guys spend HUNDREDS OF
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS to create, and they can do it for a fraction of the cost You're afraid that
you're cushy Hollywood world will be upset by someone with creativity. ingenuity, drive. passion.
intelligence. and the support of Star Trek fandom who recognize it when they see it Oh not Axanar
can't be allowed to come to fruition it might threaten Star Trek Beyond (let's hope its better than Star
Trek Into Darkness, right ?) Don't expect me to go see ST Beyond, or spend money on the CBS
channel for the new Star Trek series Don't expect me to buy your goodies. or support your websites
JJ Abrams and Justin Lin tried to show the fans that we CAN have both worlds The Hollywood
blockbusters I Star Trek series, as well as let the fans show their passion for the franchise in fan -films
meant to celebrate it, not try and profit off it

sumguynamedjasonp ferengi.
Report this
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Report this

Well, thanks for that, Paramount You've just pissed off thousands of fans in the middle of making
their fan films by putting too damned many restrictions on what they can or cannot use, length of
films, etc. You can shove your fucking rules up your damn ass.

Report this

This is the end of Trek fan films Thanks CBS/Paramount. You reaty know how to hurt your own fans,
dong your

Report this

Report this

After reading these guidelines, I can only see them as an attack against the fanbase, They guarantee
that nobody us able to produce anything of quality This is most definitely not a workable compromise,
nor is it anywhere near what Gene Rodenberry or his wife would have wanted Shame on you for
insulting your fans. and effectively killing this franchise.

Pr per l lr ,

These guidelines are a thinly disguised attempt to strong -arm fan productions into mediocrity or, more
likely nonexistence You should be celebrating fan -made films . sponsoring festivals and awards for
them. and championing Star Trek fans instead of bullying and handcuffing them fm very
t sappointed in your decision here - Ws like a slap in the face .

Congratulations. you managed to get even angrier what was once a loyal fanbase Since fan
productions where not depraving you of any money, you thought that it wasn't fair so you're trying to
lose money all by yourself Not exactly what I'd call a smart move but hey the IP is yours A big part
of that fanbase will probably turn away from you now, and it's a point from which there is no return As
for myself I've decided not to fund anymore anything in the so called "official' Star Trek I highly
dislike the direction ST has taken, and now there is not even a remote chance that something decent
may spring out from a fan project and get its way to the official status rm done Goodbye
Way SNI1119 HUI 110111 d aaal fnOlCt.l a110 yea IU WS, LV 01C 011Rd01 SIaINS. I all U011C- 1.pl00y

These guidelines are ridiculous, there's basically nothing to add to that.

I am truly disappointed with the fan film guidelines released by CBS /Paramount As an avid Star Trek
fan for 30+ years, I have enjoyed both official and fan productions These guidelines seem structured
not to encourage fan films . but rather to undermine current past and ongoing productions During the
50th Anniversary of the franchise. CBS /Paramount should not be shutting the fans down, but should
be finding new ways for fans to share their love of Star Trek including by making their own
productions I strongly encourage CBS /Paramount to reconsider their decision I believe that such
punitive measures against the fans and their work will only hurt the franchise during a time we should
all be coming together to celebrate our love of Star Trek

These so- called guidelines have had the following effects 1) I will not partake. even for free, any new
cinematic ventures including the one due out this summer 2) I will not partake, even for free, any new
cinematic venture's including the one due out this - summer 2) I will not partake, even for free any new
televised or online ventures including the one due out in 2017 3) Any and all purchases of licensed
Trek items by me ends now Your move is a direct kill -shot and a chokehold over the quality of fan
productions and is effectively a middle finger to the entire fan community with has kept the Star Trek
franchise afloat since its inception Years went by in which quality Trek was denied to the fans, which
spurred them to make their own To stifle this is a dear admission that profit, and profit only. guides
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Report this

Basically. you just spit in the face of your fans.

FERENGI!
Report this

Report this

The Genie(Q) is out of the Bottle and you can't un -ring the Bell I Stand With Axanarl

Report this

So essentially you want to stifle any and all quality fan projects Are you realty that uncertain of the
quality of your own professional studio productions that you cannot allow fan made films to flourish?
These sorts of projects only help the Star Trek name . not hurt it Enforcing these draconian guidelines
on fan projects will not bring fans over to your side of the argument but rather push us away I was
excited to go see the new film knowing that the issues with Axanar were being resolved but now
they've very obviously not been resolved. if anything they have no been exacerbated I'll certainly not
be seeing the film in theaters now By all means. keep sinking your own ship

If your lawyers reviewed these so -called guidelines before you posted them. I suggest firing those
lawyers and replacing them with ones who understand copyright law These guidelines run afoul of
Fair Use guidelines in copyright law. and thus any suit brought against anyone for not following these
guide fines will get tossed on Ifair use grounds As a long time Star Trek fan. I am insulted at these

gu)aetlrlS a4 rigdÌ iUSt2 1,11tt43rdOwea uS "A°s ái88 dA,$`jìiPrfkf24än"ilrkPn uÌ4énE'jfíligR nn

guidelines . and as such. I will be telling everyone I know to not watch any Star Trek programming on
any streaming service, INCLUDING the new CBS All :Access due to be used for he new Star Trek
show. as well as telling everyone I know to not purchase any Star Trek DVDs or Blurays or Licensed
Merchandise, also I will tell everyone I know to not attend any screenings of any future Star Trek
motion picture until these guidelines are rescinded Shame on you. CBS Embrace the fan films as
free advertising for your product Because that is what they are.

stungtrynatnedjasonp Feregni greed shall get you no latinum
huhkinwalters
2:44 pm
Thu Jun23

Iayne.landis
2:45 pm
Thu Jun 23

JamesinTucson
2:45 pm
Thu Jun 23

Report this

port This

You have lost a long time star trek fan because of your stupid guidelines. You will to money

Report this

Do you even watch Star Trek? Do you understand what it is and more importantly WHY it has
endured for 50 years? These guidelines destroy years of fan dedication, millions of dollars of fan
investments, for what? So you can make more money oft YOUR property? Do you really think your
films will do as well with the core of Trek Fans in the ropes'? Even worse. you have no regard for all of
the professionals who made Star Trek what it is and just enjoy giving back to their fans Poor Walter
Koenig, Nichelle Nichols, can't even imagine what's going through their heads today as the news
came out You took a giant fat turd and dropped it on the entire world so you could make a few more
bucks and maintain absolute control Enjoy itt I hope it turns out to be worth it for Star Trek Beyond
our new show and the years to come but I suspect you just made a muttimilion dollar mistake Takes
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Report this

Set phasers on "deep fat fry," These guidelines are terrible, They certainty dont show a willingness to
work with the fan film community

Report this

Terrible) Very draconian guidelines These guidelines are nails into the coffin of your own fans. I love
Star Trek and support it by buying the merchandise. the DVD's. etc, but these guidelines sour
Star Trek and support it by buying the merc andise. the DVD's. etc. but these guidelines sour
everything. It destroys the fun out of fandom The guidelines are insane They seem to be designed to
destroy the relationship between CBS/Paramount and us fans Instead of encouraging fandom, and
thus the Star Trek brand, you (CBS/Paramount) are poisoning your own well by attacking the fans
directly Fan -based films are made by fans. and these guidelines are an attack Beware there are
other shows from your competitors we fans can also support And by alienating yourselves from the
fans with attacks against fan films. you create a vacuum that some other studio may fill

Reper, h s
These guidelines make it impossible for any fan fdm to continue Fan films have never taken away in
any fashion from Star Trek They have always been a way for loyal fans to show appreciation for the
show They have helped keep Star Trek alive and in our thoughts You are not going to lose money
by allowing them to exist You are going to lose money and fans by going after them like this I will not
give CBS or Paramount any money from this point on for anything new if this is how you choose to
continue.

I posted before but I am not sure it went through My thoughts are that I am disappointed with the
restrictive and myopic guidelines It is nice to have them but this in no way makes the telling of the
best Trek stories Rather, it helps to foster amateurish productions at best I respectfully submit that
you reconsider this and come up with a way to ¡tense independent productions This way. we all win.

Wie konnen das Richtlinien seins Richtlinien sind dazu da, den Weg etwas einzuzaunen. um die
richtige Richtung zu zeigen Das sind aber keine Richtlinien, das sind Mauem, die in den Weg von
kreativen Menschen gelegt werden. Unter dem Strich sagt ihr dass alte Filme. die nicht in einer
Garage entstanden sind und auch so aussehen euren Richtlinien nicht entsprechen Wie war das mit
Crowdfundingo Mir ist neu. dass es eine Moglichkeit gilt eine Obergrenze festzulegen bei einer
Kampagne Was mache ich, wenn mir zu viele Leute fur meine Idee Geld geben? Soil ich es euch
etwa gleich schicken, bevor ihr mir Anwahe auf den Hals hetzt? Ich bin so frustriert. dass ich das hier
alles sogar in Deutsch schreibe. um nicht ausversehen unhofkch zu werden Ich habe mich sogar
auch hier kurz angemeldet. um ein Kommentar zu hinterlassen. was fur ein Aufwand (nein Facebook
Anmeldung wurde ich aus Datenschutzgrunden nie wahlen) Ich dürfte damit stellvertretend
mindestens fur 100 Fans stehen. die weder Lust noch Zeit haben hier ein Kommentar abzugeben
oder sich auch allein anzumelden Ihr habt es tatsach¡ch geschafft aus einer potentiellen Win -Win
Situation eine Lose -Lose Situation zu generieren Ich frage mich wirklich, was in euren Kopfen vor
sich geht Ich bin selbst Rechteinhaber von vielen Werken. dennoch wurde ich nie auf so eine
dumme Idee kommen

Disgusted at the Draconian measures you have handed down that effectively kill Star Trek fan films
Fans have kept Gene Roddenberry s vision alive when no Star Trek was available And they did it for
the love of Trek and nothing else You will lose a huge fan base. as well as dollars, down the road

This is absurd I'm so done with Trek As a long time fan since I was a little kid and watched TOS I've
loved Trek No more I will boycott everything you do I will go further and boycott anything related to
CBS and Paramount It's fans like me that made your company People like me that kept Trek alive
You guys just took the fun out of Star Trek You suck

Your fan film guideline are an absolute joker Its clear that your draconian "guidelines" are designed to
totally disrespect the Star Trek fandom that have supported this franchise for 50 years as well as
complete) destro the fan film indust These measures are corn .letety unaccestablet There are
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spacehistorian
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rescind these so- called guidelines immediately and to work with the loyal fans in the fan film industry
in good faith who have poured their hearts out for the sake of this beloved franchise for years to
develop a reasonable framework that will allow the fans to continue to produce high quality content
that wrll help to carry the Star Trek brand far into the future Should you decline to do so, you will
accomplish nothing but to alienate the hoards of core Trek fans and condemn this valuable and
venerable franchise to obscurity and eventual death

Report this

Sorry Justin Lin. if this is the way that CBS treats its fans than rm not paying to see your movie. CBS
all access subscription9 forget it If money is all that CBS and paramount cares about then they aren't
getting anymore of mine

Report /lis

Your fan film guidelines are draconian to say the least and definitely not in the spirit of Gene
Roddenberry

F. cport this

You will toe. money from me I will not have anything to do with CBS and Paramount studios because
of the assine guidelines

Report iris

1 strenuously object to these guidelines They seem intentionally designed to foil any attempt at
quality storytelling You restrict the budget to an unreasonable 550k and hold the running time to
30min That would be a challenge for even the most experienced professional - whom you bar from
participating in fan productions 1 propose you reconsider some of the more restrictive guidelines
Perhaps you could work with fan film leaders like James Cawley, Vic Mignota, and Alec Peters I'd
like to hope that, together. you could craft guideines that protect your IP investments while also
allowing passionate fans to fully participate in the Star Trek universe

;:oc: 'r

Seriously you guys think this was the way to go You havent had any decent Trek it years the
fecal matter you allowed JJ to squeeze out his rectum, is perhaps the poorest attempt to squeeze
money out of a fan base Then you do this WOW you guys area joke yep keep trying to sell to the
lowest common denominator. Trek wont be here in another 10 years but I honestly think chats a
good thing with the People at CBS and Paramount in charge of the IP

These 'guide fines' are pathetic. work with the fan films and embrace them and the Star Trek IP will
grow stronger They are doing some incredible work
grow stronger I hey are doing some incredthle work.

I have supported and enjoyed several fan productions over the years. I knew they weren't'officiar
Star Trek and didn't represent Paramount or CBS These fan films were creating stories within the
universe left to us by Gene Roddenberry These fan productions were love letters to Star Trek that
celebrated what fans believe made it so worthy of our devotion These new guidelines are unfortunate
because they were dearly written by lawyers with the intent to shut down 95% of the current fan
productions This comes across as a heavy- handed tone -deaf reaction especially as we celebrate 50
years of this beloeved franchise Surety people of good faith and conscience at Paramount/CBS
could have found a middle- ground to allow fan productions to continue rm also shocked and
disappointed to see that actors /actresses/writers and other talent that have worked on Star Trek
previously are banned from fan productions I understand that Star Trek is a business for
Paramount/CBS and that the bean counters want to maximize profits for shareholders The problem
here is that Star Trek is not just another franchise to the fanbase We are deeply committed to the
ideas and vision presented by Star Trek Think of it more like a secular religion than an entertainment
franchise We enjoy coming together to celebrate our love of Star Trek I hope that Paramount/CBS
revisits this issue and revises these overly restrictive guidelines.
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AdmiralSirJohn78506
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Newberry7413
3:38 pm
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Z3ROB4NG
3 37 pm

d ust them so at we can continue to follow the stories we love so much.

Congratulations. You've just killed the prime universe which I suspect was your intent all along
Never again will I buy a ticket to one of your movies, no matter how "good" it is

tt

This guidelines are a joke You are going to 'support innovation and encourage celebration
Seriously', Support and encourage Star Trek Continues Star Trek Phase II and many other
creations of fans' love by dosing it (as they are clearly violating a half of your so- called 'guidelines')?
What a hypocrisy'

Reocrt h s

As if 15 minutes wasn't enough of a bad Joke, EFFECTIVELY KILLING ALL CURRENT FAN FILMS.
15 Minutes is not even a "Movie ", that is a Clip, what kind of STORY do yyou want to tell in 15

3 37 pm T5 Minutes is not even a "Movie ,that is. a Clip, what kind of STORY do you want to teA in 15
Thu Jun 23 minutes' Point 4 basically says "buy our toys if you want a Uniform or a Phaser on Screen" should i

donate my BanDai Tricorder to Alec Peters now Or is that considered making a Profit? Star Trek
Renegades with the last ever on- screen appearance of Checkov GONE' Star Trek Continues? R I P.I
Of Gods and Men? by Tim Russ with a ton of old Trek Actors NOPE BYYYEEEE Axanar? oh hell
not I'm SO DONE with CBS and Paramount. ¡m now officially announcing my divorce from the Star
Trek Fandom. NOT going to see "Beyond" with my family NOT going to support CBS All Access
NOT going to buy any more merchandise NOT going to spend any more money on
Microtransactions for any of the horrible Mobile or F2P Garnes I'm out, bye

Rabittooth
330 pm
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dave.colvin
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johnnyapollo
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Rabittooth
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Tiberius Klong

o sr

This is the absolute worst of the stupid mistakes CBS has made recently with its best and most
beloved franchise You un -trek Star Trek with those films, announce that Trekkies will have to pay for
a streaming service that no one would otherwise want to see the new upcoming Star Trek series, and
in a final move of corporate greed and emotional detachment from fans, you now take away with your
intentionally strict ",guidelines ", the one place we fans have been able to go to get real Star Trek The
fan productions Alienating and irritating the fans of your one franchise is not smart Giving them free
reign to work hard to keep alive the franchise you seem to be working so hard to kill is much brighter
Stop listening to the lawyers and your empty corporate suits and listen to the fans

CBSiParamount These highly restrictive guidelines are completely unnecessary Your profit seeking
goals are in no way jeopardized by any of these wonderful Fan Films I feel somewhat embarrassed
for your companies Attackiig the very people who spend their disposable income on your products is
fiR your companies Attacking the very peopfewho spend their arspoSaTé incomé'on yóuï products is
unbelievable When I heard you were dropping the lawsuit against Axanar, I was even considering
paying the monthly fee for All Access to see the new series But not now You've proven your
ownership of Star Trek is not worthy of my money nor my time' Swallow your pride and use the last
paragraph of the guidelines to "reserve the right to revise. revoke and/or withdraw these guidelines at
any time in their own discretion " IF you do, then you'll have me back as a subscriber and movie
supporter' As a consumer those are MY guidelines'

re« -r
Wow - these guidelines are bad. You may as well have just put a stop to all fan films as I can't think of
anything worth watching being produces in two 15 minute intervals This is the death net! to fan films -
I think rm done with Star Trek.

This is the absolute worst of the stupid mistakes CBS has made recently with its best and most
beloved franchise. You un -trek Star Trek with those films, announce that Trekkies will have to pay for
a streaming service that no one would otherwise want to see the new upcoming Star Trek series, and
in a final move of corporate greed and emotional detachment from fans, you now take away with your
intentionally strict "guidelines ", the one place we fans have been able to go to get real Star Trek The
fan productions Alienating and irritating the fans of your one franchise is not smart Giving them free
reign to work hard to keep alive the franchise you seem to be working so hard to kill is much brighter
Stop listening to the lawyers and your empty cororate suits and listen to the fansy tool ,u no N o,,.c a,, r.0%.1 ava,,, .v ..c . ",.,y av o,u SU w ,.,y,,.c,
Stop listening to the lawyers and your empty corporate suits and listen to the fans

Report Nils

I am very disappointed with the fan film guidelines. This was an opportunity for you to provide
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Report this

Dear CBS, These "Guidelines" are a stranglehold on fan films They do nothing to enhance your
property, except reduce the quality to high school type production, and deprives the creators the time
to develop a full story and characters It is your right to defend your IP, but you let that horse out of
the barn years ago, and now are on the wrong side of the debate You may win the battle. but you will
loose the war To that end, l'll vote with my wallet I will not see ST Beyond, will not watch The new
series. stop buying your licensed products, and ask everyone I can not to do the same Thank you for
saving me money PS. I registered just to log my disagreement with these "guidelines"

Report this

Third try is the charm. I hope The "guidelines" are not a real solution and in fact. are draconian in
their approach In particular, they make it impossible for existing fan productions to continue, which is
detrimental to Star Trek fans everywhere. Asa consumer

:
cannot in good conscience support the

detrimental to Star Trek fans everywhere As a consumer, I cannot ini good conscience support the
Star Trek franchise with these guidelines in place I will take my business elsewhere, and I will urge
my friends and others I know to do the same

Report this

I was happy to buy my 50th anniversary event ticket at Comiccon Montreal after the rumors that you
have dropped the charges against Axanar productions Those Guidelines are clearly an attempt to
sabotage any fan made production for the present and future If I can't get a refund from you or from
the Comiccon, you can expect my presence but not in the way you would probably like to hear from
Don't worry. Gene Roddenberry has taught me to be a better person, unlike you Regards.

I was happy to buy my 50th anniversary event ticket at Comiccon Montreal after the rumors that you
have dropped the charges against Axanar productions Those Guidelines are clearly an attempt to
sabotage any fan made production for the present and future. If I can't get a refund from you or from
the Comiccon you can expect my presence but not in the way you would probably like to hear from
Don't worry, Gene Roddenberry has taught me to be a better person, unlike you Regards,

Retort h s

Seriously CBS/Paramount rArRE YmOUApLpaL NUCKING FUTS 7 Trhe'sehguidelines are absolute

gairus{ft iii5W ki" 9QA :n,Te7,LL u-bo po, f13%'Y i ne5é tI6ittg te lrkSts'brefnr
CRAP. only designed to kill off fan made films, stories and creativity that has kept Star Trek alive for
the fans while you let it languish This sure as hell is not what Gene Roddenberry envisioned and you
do harm to his legacy by putting out BULLSHIT guideline like this You have essentially Killed Star
Trek Fandom I hope your all happy nownm

Re c-Ta
These are not guideline they are the death of the Fan Franchise and CBSJParamount I see failure on
the movie(s) and any new TV show Gene Roddenberry would sadden by your actions

Shame on CBS/Paramount Shame What abject rubbish I have been a fan and supporter of Star
Trek in all it's incarnations since 1966 I was part of the letter- writing campaign to keep it alive I

encouraged and supported fan -fiction, fan -series and fan -films since they were being made in
basements and garages didn't This entire draconian lawsuit and these rules are outrageous You are
kicking your own best fans in the teeth and asking them to pay for the privilege Shame You could
take some lessons fro LucasfilmiDisney on how to engage and support your own best supporters
FREE ADVERTISING' That's what you re throwing away FREE FAN ENGAGEMENT' That's what
you're discouraging Shame on you Shame

Ropel
Only half an hour to tell the story? Only certified props and apparel? No former Trek staff's No
smoking and drinking? Hey Bones drank all the time and it was okay' But wait now I cannot
recreate any content from official Trek so grumpy heavy drinking doctors are off limits. Problem
solved'

P.rrort
Upon further reflection t think that the negative fan reaction is premature These are guidelines, and
not a declaration of intent to sue every project that does not comply Rather this is a set of tools to
help potential filmmakers judge whether their project might be considered infringement Let's wait and
see what happens with the current fan film series CBS may choose to ignore them as they always
have Remember. the copyright owners have always had the right to sue these guys at any time and
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Rvpo,t

This isn't the way we want to celebrate the 50th anniversary Cant we come to a better resolution
where at least the fan films can be lengthened to provide a better storyline ? This can only hurt the
fan base. Please CBS/Paramount consider redefining some of the rules Maybe have a pay to license
opportunity for existing fan films. Thank you.

opportunity for existing fan films Thank you

Report this

your guidelines are not guidelines but to restrict everything fan based of startrek to never be made
and to kill all the past fan made stuff You say your for the fans then why make guidelines that don't
help the fans but kill the fan base You have sadly made the biggest mistake making the evil
guidelines that has damned all fans as well as your sells I for one refuse the guidelines along with
many other fans and currently i am not going to go see beyond as you had abrams fie to all of us and
the crappy guidelines more like a screw you to all Gene loved fan productions and welcomed them
all So as of right now i agree with others unless you change your evil baarbaric self centered greedy
racist or what ever people want to call it I will sadly refuse to have any more to do with current
startrek that is beyond and the upcomming tv series and anything new that has to do with cbs
paramount #lstandwithAxanar # lslandwithFanProductions

R.-cc.! rs
#1. the page deletes comments if you are not logged in #2. the page prevents cut/paste of comments
to save from this loss #3, CBS/Paramount aquiesced their rights to use this restrictive of an open
license through decades of allowance #4. Axanar was open in their plans and actions from the start .

and CBS/Paramount were aware of these actions from the start Axanar is significantly prejudiced by
CBS's lathes. in that they would not have made the same financial decisions had CBS/Paramount
not unreasonably delayed #5. these rules crush all of the common fan -fiction and are supported only
by the bad -faith of CBS/Paramount Never have I been more personally offended by a company's
Iÿÿ iFié bao -tarm or t.bbaramount Never nave t been more personally ottenoed Dy a company s
actions

You know there some words I've known since I was a school boy With the first fink, the chain is
forged The first speech censured . the first thought forbidden . the first freedom denied. chains us all
irrevocably Those words were uttered by Judge Aaron Satie as wisdom and warning The first time
any man's freedom is trodden on. we're all damaged " - Jean -Luc Picard Now the very people who
put that line on the arc in the first place are the ones censuring. forbidding. and denying The
restrictions (Guidelines is a euphemism Don't be cowards say what you mean) are quite obviously
put in place by two companies that are afraid that fans will put together better free Trek than CBS's or
Paramount's official productions Let's not forget that these are the two companies that joined forces
to run one of the strongest franchises of the television era straight off the air to the point where they
thought it would be a good idea to bring in a guy who doesn't even like Star Trek to reboot it with
action movies that don't carry the spirit of Star Trek at all This is a slap in the face to every fan who
stayed loyal between 1969 and 1989 and then again after Enterprise went off the air. I totally
understand the profit restrictions. but everything else smacks of jealousy. Ferengi greed, and
Romulan treachery .

These guidelines are nothing more than an attempts to kill all fan projects currently going on You
have given us fans nothing since Enterprise ended but Star Trek skinned action movies and are mad
that there are fans doing better things than anyone in your companies seem capable of doing. I am
seriously questioning if you deserve any revenue from me if this is how you want to treat your fan
ha ao
sertousty questioning n you deserve any revenue from me it mrs is now you want to treat your tan
base

These guidelines are nothing more than an attempts to kill all fan projects currently going on You
have given us fans nothing since Enterprise ended but Star Trek skinned action movies and are mad
that there are fans doing better things than anyone in your companies seem capable of doing. I am
seriously questioning if you deserve any revenue from me if this is how you want to treat your fan
base.

Wow, what a disappointment' Are you serious'? This is so ridiculous Do you realize how this sounds?
It sounds like this to me "We are greedy and we only want our Fans to make free advertisement for
us We say we care but that is just PR. in reality we care not for Fan creativity and expression" I

thought, for a moment following JJ Abrams and Justin Lini s comments that you were stepping in to
the right path but this confirms the sorry state you really exist in So sad that this great IP belongs to
a backwards group
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up for all of us fans in the first place Axanar never sold anything with "Star Trek" on it. nor any of their
tr..4 4 T r4o.. Ifni sit 4 loneup forau us farts in me first pace anar never sold anything with "Star trek' on it. nor any of their
trademarks This is a grim day for all Trek fans

Report this

CBS Paramount is really sticking it to the fans this time With the burgeoning technologies of the
Internet and computers, making professional looking movies is more attainable to the common
person Fan films have become an art form As with any art form. some are better than others Its a
shame that when one comes along that's a masterpiece, CBS Paramount feels the need to sabotage
it In the past, fan films were OK as long as they didn't look good or professional. Now that there are
films that look as good or better than what the studios are putting out the studio decides to remove
their blessing regarding fan films The apprentice now rivals the master. and the master will not stand
for it. Fan films are free publicity that promote the brand without costing the studio a dime. These
"guidelines" are killing the art form of the fan film and only goes to alienate the fans everywhere
Some who have been loyal for 50 years. So what's next for CBS Paramount? Are they going to start
giving cease -and -desist letters to people who make fan art at conventions? Artist alleys everywhere
at cons across the nation will be flooded with a cease -and -desist orders If people make their awn
uniforms for cosplaying purposes, MI they be sued by CBS Paramount? This is just the beginning
Where will the persecution stop? Let's not forget. it was the fervor of the fandom that revived Star
Trek when it was canceled Without the fans rallying behind the series, there would be no 50th
anniversary CBS Paramount is striking out against the heart of the fandom I'm a lifelong Star Trek
fan I have all the episodes and movies on bluray and before that DVD I have bought lots of official
merchandise over the years The actions of CBS Paramount almost makes me want to throw
everything in the trash and become a Star Wars fan not really Seriously though. I feel compelled to
go out of my way not to support CBS paramount in the future The execs at CBS Paramount are out
go oirt of my way not to support CBS paramount in the future The execs at CB-S Paramount are out
of touch As technology advances . it would be wise to keep up with the times and embrace new art
forms Why not sponsor a contest for fan film submissions The winners of the contest could be
released on DVD and Btu -ray by CBS Paramount and streamed on the new service I know I wish I
could get nice DVD /Btu -ray copies of some of these fan films I've seen Instead of ruining it for most
everyone . why not make everyone happy Sorry, but I had to rant for a minute Itistandwithaxanar

Report his

Before anyone starts blaming Axanar for these guidelines . remember that these new guildlines
represent an attack on ALL fan films You can't logically attack Axanar because these guidelines shut
down everybody. from Vic to Cawley to everyone' I hope you see what's happening here It looks
like the studios have been planning this all along They wanted to shut everyone down and Axanar
happen to be the first attack on what would have been many Axanar didn't start this. CBS/Paramount
wanted a reason to clear the field for their movies and series Hating on Alec will do NOTHING to
keep fan films going Your show of displeasure of what the studios are doing WILL Do something
about it of you love fan filmstti

Mike Terrell Seriously, these - rules' are terrible'
5:24 pm
Thu Jun 23

j
5 2 pm
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scottdewey
525 pm
Thu Jun 23

Report this

Shame on you CBS & ParamountlHappy Anniversary'

Report this

Dear CBS, I implore you as a lifelong fan of Star Trek to please reconsider some of newly presented
guidelines I understand the need to protect the property and I do not view you wrongly for that But in
your own statement, it's the fans who have supported Star Trek throughout it's history Yet . these new
guidelines stifle that fan base For instance, the time limits restrict the existence of fan shows like
Continues and New Voyages. and another rule prevents the Alumni of Star Trek to participate. Which
some of them love the community so much that they joined in these productions We all wish to
further the inspiration and philosophy of Star Trek So I ask you please revise the rules to give the
fans that room to breathe

Report this

israel.contreras Yeah...you guys suck. Lay off of the fan filmst These guidelines are the worst. Just so yall know...i
plan on boycotting the new movie and the new series until you guys lay off the gan films I already

5 27 Lill plan on boycotting the new movie and the new series until you guys lay off the gan films. I already
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into a bunch of Ferenghi...corntinue to live by your creed profit is eternal'

Report this

"Dear Star Trek fans Upon further reflection, we have decided that we don't really care what you
think We are in the business of making money, not decent movies We don't realty understand you
people or your need to make your own films You should feel grateful that we continue to throw you a
bone every couple of years We don't even have to put a lot of effort into stories. as we know that you
will go anyway Understand that we can't have you making us look bad with well thought out story
lines, special effects and actual emotional involvement By the way. Fast and Furious 8 Space Trek
will be in theaters next month Don't stop to think and just buy your tickets." Dear CBS /Paramount Get
bent!

Report tP s

Paramount and CBS, It is with a heavy heart that I proclaim I will not see Star Trek Beyond or your
new Star Trek series I just cannot fathom why you want to alienate the very people who keep Star
Trek alive I will discourage any other fans I know and any other people that express interest in your
productions It saddens me to do this, because of Star Trek and a fan club I met the love of my life
You have tarnished the joy and wonder of the franchise I have been watching Star Trek since 1 was a
small child, now I will no longer watch the reruns or videos I cant believe that you could not come
down from your ivory towers and meet with people that have a passion for Star Trek For many of us.

r
down from your ivory towers meet with people that have a passion for Star Trek For many of us,
it's not just a TV show it is a glimpse of a possible future where humanity is united True fans will stay
united, as we are a strong, dose -knit community However you have lost mine and my family's
support I hope you reconsider your unreasonable guidelines and meet with the fan film creators to
adjust them so that we can continue to follow the stories we love so much_

This is my third attempt at posting. These guild fines in my opinion only serve one purpose to kit all
existing fan flints Also not allowing anyone who has been involved with Star Trek to be a part of the
production is unfair These guild lines are so cruel to the fans ! have loved Star Trek all my fife but
sadly I must say I will no longer be supporting the CBS Paramount official Star Trek unless this
disgrace is corrected.

Gene is rolling in his grave

You are correct in one thing here CBS and Paramount Pictures Star Trek fandom is like no other We
the fans openly supported Star Trek and made it flourish even when TV executives in the 60's
decided to cancel it We lobbied to bring back TOS for another season and it did, plus an animated
series. and then on the story goes into TNG etc The spirit of Star Trek isn't just what you the studio
produces. it has become ingrained in our society with iconic words and phrases such as 'Beam me
Up Scotty'. 'Warp Drive' and 'Engage' Fan Fiction is an extension of this and increases the social
conscience factor of Star Trek In essence these rules show you are admitting Fan Fiction rivals your
own movies and infringes on your profits There are 3 possible responses to this 1. Do nothing and
continue to ride the wave of fandom producing your own movies /series etc which you know damn well
will produce a great deal of publicity and profit 2. Be reactionary and stamp out creative Fan Fiction
with restrictions on time, titles content inclusions or commercial status because it rivals the quality
and popularity of your own work. 3, Be collaborative and embrace the wave of fandom productions
managing what is canoninon canon and enhancing the spirit of Star Trek (IDIC) Can you imagine the
excitement of people producing something great like Next Phase or Axanar being embraced as
Cannon', Fans would go NUTS over the positive endorsement' And you have all this creativity being
made for you at no cost to you' I respectfully remind CBS and Paramount Pictures that we the fans
are the ones paying for your product. Do not anger and alienate us or you will end up with nothing
because we will stop paying This may be from another SciFi franchise but I believe it sums up this
situation perfectly In the words of Tatra Winters (Babylon 5 Season 2 Episode 15 'In the Shadow of
Z'ha'dum'), you are using the letter of the law to defeat the spirit of the law. Be careful. The Shadows
are coming

Absolutely awful This kills almost anything tans want to do that's of any substance and generates a
ton of ill will among your paying customers Your Web only series will wither on the vine, while
ton of ill will among your paying custrmers Your Web only series will wither on the vine while
creative people abandon your precious universe to tell their stories elsewhere Stop listening to
greedy IP lawyers and figure out what is right from spirit of the universe you're allegedly trying to
protect.
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Wowl These "guidelines " are ridiculous I feel that I am pretty realistic in understanding your desire to
protect revenue generating properties However with the wording you're using you are preventing the
fan film makers from even telling a decent story In this way you are alienating the people that provide
the revenue Your upcoming TV project will not have the same audience as the movies, so you will
need the fans you are offending

Report this

Dear CBS/Paramount. You are (#'king morons. Fandom is what brings you the greatest bulk of your
revenue Fan films, costume players. and all of the rest, generate greater interest and help support
not only the franchise films . but all of that merchandise based upon it, which we all know brings you
far greater capital than your films (which, in of themselves. are more than a little significant) In short,
the lot of you are not just idiots You're laughable morons, who I can't really call idiots. You see. I
would have to insult a lot of idiots by likening you to them They would not go so far as to shoot
themselves in the foot this way You really don't deserve the service that I'm providing to you by
telling you this. so pay attention. you ungrateful wretches Pay close attention The words that follow
are vital to your future as a viable company . since actions like these will guarantee an unsustainable
drop in revenue If you really want to reap the rewards of the fans that you had earned before

drop in revenue If you really want to reap the rewards of the fans that you had earned before
becoming complete lowlife pieces of bipedal excrement, you would remove all such "guidelines"
Furthermore, you would go out of your way to support the hard work and dedication of the fans who
love your product so much as to put their hearts, their sweat, their money. and their dedication, into
providing these works of art You might even look at them as a great way to hire on new talent In
doing this, you would gain the respect even the loyalty of your fanbase Instead. you've allowed your
greed to go too far if you don't reverse course to the above -mentioned suggestion (of complete
common sense. which you buffoons clearly lack), then you have doomed yourselves to complete
irrelevancy I'm already preparing to roast marshmallows on the pyre of your ineptitude At least the
folks at FOX have the decency to give fans the reach- around when they cancel good shows and d' #k
them over If you guys are going to continue to be such unprofessional a$#7o13s. you might at least
take some hints and tips from them They ruin and bury great science fiction all of the time. but at
least they have the decency not to whip out their diminutive members and piss on their collective
audience after the fad And make no mistake You have just buried Star Trek Kiss it goodbye.
because it will never have the following that it did before, unless you eat some serious humble pie
and kiss a lot of sphincters Sincerely. Your Lord and Master. Vil Rovner

A Message from starbase63 Some years ago when CBS took over running startrek com from
Paramount, CBS Consumer Products head Liz Kalodner said many great things about how they
wanted to create a great fan experience here on the site. and have "an active, vibrant community for
fans fact was. she didn't even realize they ALREADY HAD ONE, and ultimately they put someone in
charge of the message boards from CBS Interactive who had so little clue about how to react to or
deal with Star Trek fans he quickly became known as "Stalin" by the membership Eventually the
people in charge of this site removed the two avenues of fan interaction here, the message boards
and the fan galleries (yes. kids. people used to be able to post pictures here) Now CBS and
D {. ti l 1.2- . T.nL f...v- /...,, .J ti 1 1 ti.. ......
andlié (ân gâÏierïês iÿês1iiás, péoP)ê usQd tóbe aijê to post picturesñ "ere) "fiótiv Z`5 and
Paramount once again show how much they value Star Trek fans (beyond their wallets) by coming up
with Fan Film Guidelines that effectively shut down the entire fan film community which has been
active for decades These aren't guidelines. this is a death sentence to a section of the Trek fan
community that takes joy in expanding upon and promoting your product People like the producers of
Star Trek New Voyages/Phase II. Star Trek Continues, Starship Farragut. Starship Valiant, the many
productions in process at Starbase Studios (including Starship Grissom, the first Star Trek based
educational series). Starship Intrepid (based in the UK) and yes. Axanar Productions Outstanding
work. Paramount and CBS this is the 50th Anniversary year of Star Trek, you have a movie and a
series (which you expect fans to pay extra for) coming soon, and you show fans what you really think
of them Good job

As a fan of all things Trek, including the the new films original series. all the other series. films.
books. comics and, yes, fan films I think these guidelines are unreasonable I feel they are targeted
at one production but wind up damaging all of the other fine productions fans are producing The truth
is most of the fan films serve to benefit the Trek franchise In the case of the TOS projects, they've
done nothing but provide free advertising for Trek Any merchandise purchased as a result has been
licensed products such as props. models, other official films/series. etc. Any interest in these
relatively small productions (even the largest ones are a tiny fraction of the cost of big budget official
studio works) serves to benefit all of Star Trek How about, instead of severely limiting these
productions. offer an application for a general license, perhaps even based on a percentage of any
funds raised? You can secure the rights to any merchandise and extend an offer to purchase rights to
future productions In this case, if the production isn't of an acceptable quality CBS/Paramount
reserves the right to not extend a license for future projects. If the production is moderately
successful, CBS/Paramount has rights to a portion of (u to all) any potential future profits and
gtPer ditBAJtafan3H1INA NdetlilRAlt ll lótC('u ginSWIRy`Oillg aP,Onigilint(dca ter
merchandising if the production is wildly successful. C S /Paramount has the option to purchase or
fund future projects themselves under an official license Everyone wins this way and the IP is still
protected. profit wise It allows the Star Trek universe to creatively expand It allows fans to be directly
involved in how this happens It allows Trek to stay in the public conscience in ways that essentially
cost CBS /Paramount nothing. yet can prove profitable in multiple ways It allows CBS /Paramount to
retain some control over rights, continued control over what is observed as "official' canon, and
freedom to continue to produce excellent official Trek stories and products It can truly be structured
as a win /win /win for small productions. CBS /Paramount and finally, fans of Star Trek who keep the
heartbeat of the franchise going Please reconsider these punitive guidelines in favor of a more
mutually beneficial and profitable solution
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You decided to declare war on the biggest fans on the eve of a movie launch? I guess we can see
why those bright business minds aren't turning a profit these days. Put simply, we have acted in good
faith to come up with a mutually beneficial solution, you have not Being known amongst friends as a
big Star Trek fan many will ask if seeing the new film is 'worth it I can assure you if our film isn't
worth it to you, your film won't be worth it to us Before it is too late, I suggest a serious course
correction that is far more creative, fair to all parties, and beneficial to all It is possible, maybe you
need to watch your own IP and team a thing or two

Pq:crt the

So what these 'guidelines' mean, is that were stuck with the JJ -CRAP that they started coming out
with in 2009 Paramount puts out SH *T Fast -and -furious that is wrapped up in a ST type wrapper but
ah is iu a indlecc nil ran v BOYCOTT R YONfI YCOTT Al 1 THINGS PARAMOUNT
Willi In IUIJ aramouni puts out sri last- ana- runous mat is wrapea up in a 31 type wrapper out
still is just as mindless and crappy BOYCOTT BEYOND. BOYCOTT ALL THINGS PARAMOUNT.
BOYCOTT ALL THINGS CBSI"

Peço- this

antnee3 You decided to declare war on the biggest fans on the eve of a movie launch? I guess we can see
8:23 pin why those bright business minds aren't turning a profit these days Put simply, we have ailed in good
Thu Jun 23 faith to come up with a mutually beneficial solution, you have not Being known amongst friends as a

big Star Trek fan. many will ask if seeing the new film is 'worth it I can assure you if our film isn't
worth it to you, your film won't be worth it to us Before it is too late, I suggest a serious course
correction that is far more creative, fair to all parties. and beneficial to all It is possible, maybe you
need to watch your own IP and learn a thing or two

ceemonkey
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Thu Jun 23

Greatbloke
6.33 pm
Thu Jun 23

Ryster
724 pm
Thu Jun 23

cameronrwilliams
8'42 pm
Thu Jun 23

josh.wyss
8'30 pm
Thu Jun 23

reynold.hall

Of course CBS/Paramount has the right to allow (or disallow) whatever it wants with Trek But
besides owning one of the most lucrative franchises in history. it owns what has become a singular
cultural phenomenon Star Trek has inspired people all around the world to become artists and
actors, scientists and engineers, filmmakers and writers These guidelines spit in the faces of their
artistry and imagination These guideknes fail to acknowledge their love and passion" in a
meaningful way These guidelines inadvertently impose a chilling effect on Star Trek fandom
CBSIParamount- you don't know what you have in your hands besides a cash cow And that is
perhaps the most tragic revelation about these guidelines

Jeez, CBS - Paramount. Less than helpful. I can understand why so many fans are insulted and even
driven to the emotional despair of boycotting Star Trek

CBS and Paramount sicken me with these laughable guidelines Greed and a disdainful, despicable
and disrespectful attitude for fans is what has driven this I will be buying no further official star trek
products This upsets me as fm a big fan. I am not a fan of Greed however

While I understand that CBS and Paramount hold the copyright for Star Trek and it's related
merchandise, I feel these new 'guidelines" are ridiculous and as a FAN I would hope for much better.
In fact, this FAN might become a NOT FAN and boycott both Beyond and the new ay for access
episodic show You are damaging great fan productions like Star Trek Continues and Star Trek
Rene odes in creating these uidelines They are misguided and unfortunately will wipe out your fan
Renegades in creating these gut a Ines. They are misguided and unfortunately wilt wipe out your an
base Remember it was we FANS who kept you product alive for the past 50 years when it could
have withered and died back in 1968. Remember who pays your bills CBS/Paramontll

I'm very disappointed in the outcome I could not make it past the first one without staring at the
mouth agape I am not going to waste my time restating what others have said, because I agree. I will
say that by setting these 'guidelines' (a better word if chosen carefully would be "restrictions ) is to
chip away at the trust you have built with your base level of your fanbase I understand CBS and
Paramount are big enough to 'weather the storm But, if hurting your most dedicated of fans was your
goal then you have succeeded

These guidlines'ì Especiall that first one? Completely . uts any kind of fan film that could be made,
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 m
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In 1914. as a result of the assassination of Franz Ferdinand. the Austro- Hungarian empire drafted a
list of ultimatums for Serbia SO stringent so insane. that they KNEW that Serbia would have no
recourse but to say no to them They did this on purpose so that they could dust off their hands and
blame Serbia for starting the starting the war say "Hey look we tried our best. but Serbia just said
no " That's pretty much what this is A set of rules so stringent that it pretty much kills any existing
project currently being made, and prevents (for fear of litigation) any future project from really gaining
any traction because staying within the rules would render any project worthless anyway 15
minutes', Piss off Only licensed costumes? What -the -efr CBS/Paramount can dust off their hands
saying "look how nice we are. we TOTALLY allow people to make fan films just look at our
manifesto. we totally encourage itl" while providing rules that they know damn well will prevent
anyone from ever bothering Thereby protecting their precious Abrams dumbed down Trek from
competition while pretending to be magnanimous I hope Karma shines brightly and the new Trek
series gets fewer veiwers than a live stream of burning dog -feces

Report this

A number of these guidelines are CLEARLY preposterous as they would never stand up in any court
You cannot for example, try to automatically own anything in a fan film (a necessary consequence of
anyone doing one without ever being able to claim copyright over anything in it) even if it is a new

SÍ Ìf uClßt`tfï'`JdkrrtliJ( éS t diApti/PÚá91ff ßrrJ`r9(I 3 Y .Mihx,wiiAp l,irxin d& had

creation Nor can you deny actors the right to work wherever they like by saying that anyone who had
appeared in a ST role can never be in a fan film even playing a new character' Sorry but even the
actors union will never stand for that) Likewise. many of the others are debatable as well But, then
again, this list is CLEARLY nothing more than a puerile act of revenge against fan films daring to
stand up for themselves Thus this is realty just the first self- defeating shot in another round of
lawsuits and struggles within Paramount (e g this list might just be one reactionary group in
Paramount trying to stick it too another more fan responsive group with hurting fans just a nice
'bonus ")

So basically. Paramount wants to end fan production without actually saying they're ending fan
productions They want to pretend to be encouraging the practice while simultaneously limiting it to
the level of an amateur Youtube tribute If they were serious about allowing it to continue. at the very
least the restrictions on time Emits and who can choose to freely participate should be reconsidered

Done with you Star Trek, No more money from me unti these insane guidelines change. Thanks for
turning what was supposed to be a great ear for Trek (50th anniversary) into the year I divorce Trek
instead R 1 P Star Trek 1966 -2016

Repert J is

These "guidelines" are ridiculous and insulting to to all Star Trek fans. and fandoms everywhere
They are clearly designed to effectively stop fan fans from being made and stifle creativity I began to
boycott all CBS/Paramount films. TV series, and products after I heard about the lawsuit against
Axanar. and I will continue this boycott unti fair guidelines are released I encourage anyone reading
this to join me Star Trek should have entered the public domain by now, and it's time we all joined
the campaign to change copyright law back to the form it was originally intended to be

Report this

These "guidelines" are dearly designed to stifle fan creativity and bring fan created content to virtual
extinction I cannot fathom how you expect this franchise to expand in popularity and profitability while
showing such utter contempt for the fan base both old AND new Seriously why does this seem like a
good idea? Shame on you!

Report this

I am baffled at your childish, inconsiderate, laughable "guidelines" Do you really think that we as
grown men and women are going to allow such dictatorial type of rules This is not Kansas anymore
Toto I will make sure everyone in my contact list which is over 5,000 people. here in Peru NEVER
EVER EVER SEE "BEYOND' all you see is money NOt the fans You have no soul. only greed CBS
EVER EVERSEE " BEYOND" all yoú see is money NOt the fans Yoii hive no soul, only greed CBS
I am DONE WITH YOU .Kapla

Rep or! !his

Certainty the loveliest happening of all for us was the fact that so many others began to feel the
ANNE
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11:38 pm
Thu Jun 23

been dead for half of that e only reason you even have 'ownership' of it is due to a patently corrupt
le. al homework Its also a art of the cultural zeit.eist that ou arent .ro.e stewarding You have

A

paul.schnackenburg
1231 am
Fn Jun 24

Darkpoole
12 3_ sm
Fr Jun 24

I-n Jun J4

AlVinci5
2 49 am
Fn Jun 24

Hegemony.Cricket
4 Of) nm
Fn ur 24

rgtedrew
558 am
Fn Jun 24

david.ockert
6 37 am
Fn Jun 24

no right screw up something so cu ural y re evant ust let t em ave t err riggin ms

Dear CBS and Paramount Pictures, In your introduction to these fan film guidelines you talk about
'supporting this innovation and encourage celebrations' and that you appreciate the support
enthusiasm and passion of the Star Trek fans. Yet, your guidelines show exactly the opposite Why
do you think its a good idea to impose these very harsh limitations on that innovation and
celebration? The only reason I can think of is fear You're concerned that Axanar or Renegades
Ron dnm nr cair n ar nrnriu Linn c n in rn hn Mar Trak that vn . a aka W t alca r Idyl ha
celebration' i ne only reason (can (nrn£ or rs rear rou re concerned tnai i xanar or enegaaes
Requiem or some other production is going to be better Trek that you can make What else could be
the problem here? This is what's called giving a gift (we'll drop the lawsuit and give you guidelines)
and then taking it away -were going to give you such incredibly restrictive 'guidelines- that there's
no way you can make anything good or modern Let's look at the major issues Point 1 The time
restrictions are ridiculous Why 15 minutes' One of the best fan films is of Gods and Men and its
feature length No one cart tell a good story in 15 minutes so all I can think is that you wanted to make
sure no one could tell a good story in a fan produdion Point 5 So that means that Renegades
(who've gathered a fantastic line -up of ex -ST actors) has to stop pre -production' And of Gods and
Men couldn't have been made? What's the problem with having professional actors' Oh - that's right,
they might actually make something good which could reflect badly on your own efforts. Point 6 The
limit of b 50,000 is ridiculous in today s world Again, you're not encouraging fan productions, you're
making sure they can never amount to anything A more reasonable limit would be 5 1.000.000 Why
not DVDs and Blu Rays? This makes no sense either, t like my ST on disc Except of course it's the
best way fan productions have of raising money through fundraising The rest of the points are
common sense I think you could learn a lot from looking at how Star Wars approaches fan films and
their guidelines You're fighting an unwinnabte battle here. I thought you'd actually listened to the fans
(and JJ and Justin Lin). instead you re going to impose these guidelines to make sure you never have
to think about fan productions again New media is going to happen. embrace it instead of trying to
control what you don't understand Paul Schnackenburg A lifelong Star Trek fan. now seriously
disillusioned by your lack of understanding and support for us fans

Not a bad first draft. but you need major revisions if your ACTUAL goal is to support amateur fan
filmmakers, rather than shutting down fan films completely (If you WANT to kill fan films but don't
have the guts to come out and say so mission accomplished) Get rid of #1 There should be no
arbitrarly ÿmitston sttorruIen IIuThe storr should bá ás )on asit needs to be IModiif c #21 Slrlk ol'Star
arbitrary limits on story length The story should be as long as it needs to be Modify #2 Strking "Star
Trek" from all titles is ridiculous, although the "fan production' subtitle requirement is reasonable #4
should be clarified to allow people to sew their own costumes and build their own props #5 should be
folded into the no profits" rule of #6 If a Star trek actor wants to volunteer for a fan production
without pay, the should be free to do so aon the same terms as any other actor Besides, what do
you care what Tiim Russ does on his own time? #6 needs to get rid of the arbitrary cap on
crowdfunding. A better guideline would be no cap, but a requirement that ALL money raised be spent
on the production and none of it pocketed by the creators #7 should get rid of the drugs, tobacco and
alcohol prohbition We've seen all of those things on Star Trek The guidelines are a promising start,
but will be basically unworkable on the ground if you expert people to create worthwhile fan works

Hey, everyone. CBS is taking comments and questions and general feedback on the Facebook page
of their official podcast. ENGAGE I can't link here but look up ENGAGE The Official Star Trek
Podcast on Facebook. and share your constructive feedback on these guidelines!

Instead of vowing to stay home and sulk on July 22nd. why not actually get involved'? We could
probably get these guidelines amended if we started a letter writing campaign Let CBS know what
fan films mean to you, and how the guidelines affect your enthusiasm for the franchise Be articulate.
be passionate and be respectful Instead of whinging on the interne!, direct your message to the
be passionate and be respectful Instead of whinging on the Internet, direct your message to the
people who make decisions "Star Trek- fandom has a long tradition of activism Let's make our voice
count again

Who are you people? What are you people? Snuffing out creativity, choking off the ideas of fans, fan
films. I think you should reconsider your restricted "guidelines' Quote "I object to you. I object to
intellect with out discipline, I object to power without constructive purpose When you figure out who
said this you'll know the fans of the Star Trek universe will turn its back on you 'Choose wisely" yeah
that's another quote

The fans have made Star Trek amazing. CBS and Paramount are destroying it The only reason for
these guild lines is because you can produce anything of quality but the fans that love Star Trek now
can You will not .et one .enn horn me as Ion as these .wdelines are in .lay and the continual
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brian.clancy
10'32 am
Fn Jun 24

i chrism one
12.ü0 pm
Fn Jun 24

)

r-- K.JSpores
1203 pm
Fn Jun 24

ru ic hael. jennings.1806
25
1 28 pm
Fn Jun 24
1:2öpm
Fn Jun 24

aghostwinda
1.32 pm
Fn Jun 24

fredrick.trafton
212pm
Fn Jun 24

o o . e om mum am rez s spe - in - . e o anar r r styes, -ter. 'e ers say o
you that our greatest challenge is not the might of the Hollywood studio lawyers The greatest
challenge Iayinctbefore us is to do what must be done
challenge laying before us is to do what must be done"

Report this

A great shame the way you have treated the fans and the Axanar fan film with the ludicrous
guidelines for fan films Sadly. I must refrain from any further support for CBS /Para until you see the
fight and common sense is restored very sad day for your REAL fanbase ge here

r'. çx' his
What the actual frak779 Let's take it by the numbers. 3) The - content" of the fan film must be original.
What defines content? This is a valid question given the current inability to define what's defensible IP
in the AXANAR lawsuit We're not allowed reproductions or recreations or clips (fair enough) from any
Star Trek production Umm that's EVERYTHING' From the ships to the uniforms to the well . all the
IP It requires me to develop at new characters which brings me to Item 1 1) 30 minutes max
Umm, it takes 10 minutes just to introduce my new characters No worthwhile story is told in 15
minutes That's a sit corn, not a Star Trek episode 5) No actors previously employed in Star Trek. So,
you're going to sue Tim Russ next'? Because Star Trek Renegades has at least 5 former actors and
also violates Item 2 Let us know how THAT lawsuit does for your PR 4) No imitations of
commercially available products. So if an officiate licensed uniform is available I can't make my own
imitation? 1.085 fans showed up in costume at ST LV 2013 and scores more were turned away for
not having legit enough costumes You're coming very close to burning the very passionate cosplay
community here 7) Must not depict alcohol. obscenities or illegal activity Really? You don't think

commú y here i)Á`Ìusfnot 3epítcîá c6hoi. óbscenlhes or ileega actiivrjr "Kea ty ?'1 oou aon f'fiînk
that's hypocritical with the whole Romulan Ale hangover scene in Star Trek VI? Or the part where a
political figure is assassinated? fm pretty sure assassination is illegal in most jurisdictions And who
doesn't remember Spock putting down a punk kid who gave him the finger (obscene gesture)as the
song coincidentally says "screw your in Star Trek IV? Because "Do what I say . not as I do " never
pissed anyone off 6) Define 'Star Trek related' Because that sounds vague and subjective, as we've
seen in the unsettled AXANAR lawsuit Conclusion These guidelines (rules) are poorly thought out,
pending being declared unenforceable in a court of law, stifle creativity hypocritical and
appear to directly target fan favorite AXANAR while CBS ignores Star Trek Renegades which is in
CLEAR violation of the guidelines To paraphrase JJ Abrams. this is not an appropriate way to deal
with the fans We should be celebrating Star Trek and you're really. REALLY pissing us off

Report this

https //www facebook.corn/groups/smallaccess!

Report 'his

Star Trek will die now

?ee this

I'm sorry but I find your fan film guidelines to be totally draconian and ridiculous. The limitations on
running times of 15 minutes each and only an allowance of 2 films is the ultimate way to alienate your
core fans Remember. that it is the fans of Star Trek that have this franchise alive for 50 years No
other franchise can claim that To give out these guidelines and basically say, This is the new
sandbox. if you want to play in it you can't use your toys " really sends a "screw you all message to
the fans As for myself, a lifelong fan I now have changed my mind regarding Star Trek Beyond and
the new Star Trek streaming senes. I will not support either in any capacity If CBS shows this level of
care towards its fans. why should I show more care back?

:.:sport this

I am very unhappy with these guidelines They basically make illegal any and all fan films that have
ever been made, some for several offenses About the only thing that could be done within these
guidelines is a 10- minute spoof or skit. That's totally not what fan films are all about Why don't you
use these films to build goodwill towards your franchise instead of making people angry'? I just don't
understand Unlike some of the other commenters, I'm not going to make any threats about
withdrawing my support for Star Trek in general, because f realize you don't care at all about that
What's the paint? You've ruined my day. Thanks a lot.

Report This
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rear : an. 'aramount - am sure t at ou too n o time to ensure t al e. a
4.44 these "guidelines" are fully within the bounds of the law At the same time, let me assure you that
Fn Jun 24 there is absolutely no legal action available to you . to force me to watch, purchase or in any way,

shape or form, consume any new Star Trek material that you might see fit to make Congratulations
on becoming the FOX Entertainment, 2 0. of science fiction Star Trek has now ended for me. for
exactly as long as you retain the copyrights to it il's too bad -- but I am comforted in knowing that I
am not alone

john.brandes
4,45 pm
Fn Jun 24

litpcatherine.mcctarey
4:52 pm
Fri Jun 24

TheGhostOifULP
826 pm
Fri Jun 24

Thunderfist
7-52 pm
Fn Jun 24

goshring
8.45 pm
Fn Jun 24

CaptainBobApril
8:57 pm
In Jun 24

Report this

BOYCOTTS BOYCOTT' BOYCOTT'

Report his

These fan -film guidelines would effectively ban 90% of the fan - created Star Trek content currently on
YouTube, as well as dry up a potential source of income for former Star Trek actors (who probably
don't mind being typecast, as long as it pays the rent) The intent of the fan -film guidelines seems to
be to eliminate anything which could possibly be seen as competition for "canonical" Star Trek film/TV
content Alienating the Star Trek fanon creators and viewers in this fashion . however. will drive away

content. Alienating the Star Trek fanon creators and viewers in this fashion. however, will drive away
what could potentially be a tremendous corps of volunteer "press agents' for Star Trek canon
Remember that it was the parents and grandparents of today's Star Trek fans who kept ST TOS alive
into a 3rd season in the first place, please don't dins their Trekker kids and grandkids now Let a
thousand Tribbles bloom. I say'

Report t s

Star Trek Fans need to become united and Setup Funds to buy the rights from CBS / Paramount..
How do you like them Cards 7

R'pert..t.

Your "guidelines" are complete crap and a slap in the face of the fans What a shame that you choose
to take the position entirety opposite of what Gene had intended Star Trek to be Rather than get
involved in and encourage these projects you choose to spit in the face of the very people that
continue keep it alive If this is the direction you choose then I will no longer support your "projects" in
the future - Star Trek or other What a shame Gene must be so disgusted with all of you Thanks for
completely destroying the franchise. Well done. You're worse than the Ferengi

Acnn.. .oc

Report 4vs

Shame on you CBS/PARAMOUNTIII You daim to value the fans and our passion for Star Trek and
then you royally screw us over If not for the awesome fan made projects being made for the last
several years, there would have been Star Trek and it most certainty would not have stayed in the
forefront of people's minds Instead of trying to destroy the fan films, and make no mistake that this is
what your choking g guidelines do. you should be embracing them for all of the amazing PR that they
have given you over the years This saddens me greatly to know that you would do this to this Nobel
franchise and its ever loyal one of a kind fans

Okay, CBS. your point has been made, you own Star Trek. and we only get to play in the sandbox
according to your rules We get that, and most of us understand who it is that ruined the party for the
rest of us Now. let's get back to reality and dial these guidelines back to something that doesn't
eviscerate the entire fan film genre "1 The fan production must be less than 15 minutes for a single
self- contained story. or no more than 2 segments episodes or parts. not to exceed 30 minutes total
with no additional seasons. episodes parts sequels or remakes ' This is idiotic and serves no
purpose Lose it '2 The title of the fan production or any parts cannot include the name 'Star Trek '
However, the title must contain a subtitle with the phrase A STAR TREK FAN PRODUCTION' in
plain typeface The fan production cannot use the term 'official" in either its title or subtitle or in any
marketing, promotions or social media for the fan production " The first sentence is just petty and
should be struck The second sentence is better but substituting "title must contain a subtitle" with
credits must contain the phrase" would be more appropriate No argument with the third sentence

"3 The content in the fan production must be original not reproductions. recreations or clips from any
Star Trek production If non -Star Trek third party content is used . all necessary permissions for any
third party content should be obtained in writing This needs clarification I presume this is a
g

a
itr

d:p .r n , rrn ..,,t ; { needs cÌâñication t presume th s is aa content shou e o7tatned rn wthn
prohibition on the use of footage from actual Star Trek productions. like flyby shots of the Enterprise
a If the fan production uses commercially- available Star Trek uniforms, accessories. toys and props.

these items must be official merchandise and not bootleg items or imitations of such commercially
available products " This is somewhat ridiculous since there simply isn't enough licensed products
available to properly stock a production of any worth Unless CBS is prepared to open up a prop
rental operation. this one is pointless and should be dropped -5 The fan production must be a real
"fan' production, i e , creators . actors and all other participants must be amateurs, cannot be

1' 'rV .n. .1 . rr' J r . . - 'LL._._ . .1 .1 .
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Y
d

P
rrm

jau
338 am
S

at Jun 25

N
adrakas

4:38 am
S

at Jun 25

steven.rnayhew
6:4e am
S

at Jun 25

w
w

eist
927

am
S

at Jun 25

zep pl,dunsel
939 am
S

at Jun 25

enesha
941 am
S

at Jun 25

R
eport

this

H
onestly guys. w

hat the hell? S
tar T

rek is in m
y blood, and I love it - but w

hat you're doing here w
ith

these so called - guidelines" are just alienating your fans to the point of us not w
anting to spend our

hard earned cash on you anym
ore It really is too bad. your greed and com

plete disconnect from
 the

real spirit of S
tar T

rek w
ill hurt the franchise enorm

ously O
ne hell of a screw

 up on your part C
B

S
P

aram
ount T

here's an expression in the S
w

edish m
ilitary for tim

es like this D
o it again, do it rights

H
old on a m

inute. W
asn't it us fans that saved S

tar T
rek. that resurrected it? T

hat m
ade hundreds of-

m
illions of dollars for P

aram
ount w

ith the m
ovie reboots, along w

ith untold tens of m
illions for C

B
S

w
ith S

T
 T

he N
ext G

eneration and all the spin offs? Y
eah. thought so S

o. P
aram

ount's and C
B

S
's

answ
er is to S

low
ly "K

ill the G
oose that Laid the G

olden E
gg

" C
ongratulations P

aram
ount and

C
B

S
 you have both successfully replaced S

crooge in the m
inds of m

illions of S
tar T

rek fans I'm
done K

eep your S
tar T

rek m
ovies. keep your S

tar T
rek products, keep your new

 S
tar T

rek T
V

 series
-- P

ay -for -view
. really? G

reedy m
uch! A

nd that's w
hat this is really about G

reed. In fact, I think rm
done w

ith P
aram

ount and C
B

S
 altogether P

eriod - N
adrakas (aka F

red)

R
eport 11,s

T
ruly disgusted by C

B
S

 and P
aram

ount Y
ou m

ight have just killed this franchise off
I w

ill be for the
first tim

e in 30 years boycotting 'beyond and the upcom
ing new

 series T
he utter contem

pt you have
show

n us fans is rioting short of disgraceful S
ell your rights to D

isney as at least w
ith S

tar W
ars they

celebrate the passion of their F
ans for the first tim

e in 30 years i w
ill turn m

y back on a franchise i
have loved dearly

If you truly understood your product you w
ouldn't have attacked the fans like this l

think G
ene is rolling in his grave

F -, C
 ..

,

N
ot one red cent for S

tar T
rek B

eyond or C
B

S
 A

ll A
ccess until these guidelines are m

odified
I w

ant
48 m

inute episodes
I w

ant quality episodes as available w
ith current technology

I w
ant relevant

episodes sequenced after you cancelled the show
 in 1968 I w

ant pro bono appearances of S
tar T

rek
characters by their original actors

I w
ant to be able to keep them

 archived on B
tu -R

ay If you w
and

ciäractérs bÿ their original actors
I w

arns to be able to keep them
 archived on If Iu -R

ay If you w
and

your custom
er base to continue to give you m

oney for your products, you w
ill com

ply w
ith this

directive.

I've been a S
tar T

rek fan since it first aired in T
he N

etherlands and have enjoyed T
O

S
 T

A
S

, T
N

G
.

D
S

9 etc T
here are also fans out there w

ith a great deal of talent and even m
ore passion T

hey create
great w

orks of art . T
he F

an F
im

s I've seen over a dozen of them
 and am

 still in aw
e of their quality

N
ow

 you've recently have taken legal action against one of the greatest of them
 and have m

ade
these guidelines that effective kill every fan film

 I've ever seen! I think you're on the w
rong path here

I'd say, w
ork w

ith these talented people E
m

brace them
 and em

brace their fantastic w
ork C

reate
guidelines that doesn't stifle them

 but stim
ulate them

. A
bsorb the body of their w

ork. It w
ould

stim
ulate fandom

 E
nhance it

In turn it w
ould greatly stim

ulate any official m
aterial produced by you

C
hoose unification. not division T

hink about Infinite D
iversity in Infinite C

om
binations T

hink of the
synergy! Live Long and P

rosper.

T
his is unacceptable G

ene (sr) and M
ajel w

ould be spinning in their graves! T
he fans and fan fic

supported the struggling universe betw
een m

ovies or franchises
I have been a fan for alm

ost 40
years, the long stretch betw

een m
ovies or from

 series to m
ovie .

and
the fan pic fleshed out the

universe far m
ore and kept the interest of fans clam

bering for m
ore and never getting it T

here hasn't
been a series since E

nterprise) (w
hich kinda sucked anyw

ay) N
ow

 C
B

S
 w

ants total control over any
fan video - Length .

if it can reference show
 elem

ents plot and now
 w

hich actors can be involved?
R

enegades w
as so popular it got several actors from

 throughout the universe. but now
 cos dictates

L _. .._ ___. LO
...__ ..__....: __J .. _. C

T
 .. _...

... .. n114 ... .._ ..._ l_.4:JJ_
.._.1. _.. .. t_. C

._
R

enegades w
as so popular it got several actors from

 throughout the universe, but now
 cos dictates

that no actor that w
as associated w

ith S
T

 now
 or pasU

future are forbidden to ever w
ork on a fan fic

T
hey w

ant to dictate all of these things, and m
ore. and then dem

and the show
 disclaim

ers to m
ake

sure the w
orld know

s it's not cbs. Y
ou're killing the fan w

orld I assum
e to force us to w

atch your new
content W

ell until you respect the fans m
ore this is w

here I get off
I haven't enjoyed the new

 m
ovies

- sure nice effects but lacking otherw
ise - and I shall not even attem

pt to w
atch future m

ovies or new
series. R

od should be asham
ed of him

seff and should know
 that G

ene and M
ajel are (i hope) not

looking dow
n kindly on these changes P

erhaps you at cbs don't care, i assum
e you don't but at least

one M
U

LT
I D

E
C

A
D

E
 fan w

ill no longer support you M
ost other m

edia em
pires w

ould be trying to
involve m

ore fans and keep the proven ones T
he ones w

ho com
e to conventions T

he ones w
ho buy

over -priced t -shirts and canadian S
T

 m
oney coins T

he kind that dear everything even w
ith a dir. to

m
ake sure you can see the show

 w
hen it airs (back in V

oyager and E
nterprise days before everyone

H
A

D
 a dvr. S

o to quote the end of another, unrelated, series S
o long, farew

ell, A
m

en

ccentner
P

lease, P
aram

ount --w
ork w

ith the fan base on im
proving these guidelines I'm

 sure it w
ould be

11.03 am
possible to craft excellent guidelines that w

ould address your concerns w
hile giving the fan

roductionns .reater flexibillt
O

ne fan show
 has airea.

been
'ranted

501 c 3 status T
hat should be

rir
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kud

flsL

lec2c
1230 pm
Sat Jun 25

S'Torak
1 20 pm
Sat Jun 25

darren -pain
1 37 pm
Sat Jun 25

Sat Jun 25

darren -pain
1.38 pm
Sat Jun 25

CaptainBobApril
2.34 pm
Sat Jun 25

Tuvulu
-AS- I-eitrtnu

2-44 um
Sat Jun 25

StuntMan
8:07 pm
Sat Jun 25

been (and are unlikely to be) covered by the franchise (Captain Pikes story. for instance) These two
productions . and more, do not compete, but complement your existing productions, inspiring
individuals to watch your shows and to purchase your products. Please. in the spirit of the universe
Gene Roddenbury created, work with these two productions. and others are not part of the current
legal dispute It would be terrible if they paid for the price of others' mistakes Thank you

There is an old Klingon saying "You don't defecate where you eat" I'm not an MBA educated
corporate mucky -muck but I do know how business runs I understand that you have an investment
and you expect a REASONABLE return on that investment But please don t screw the pooch Please
reconsider your rules on fan films From 1969 to 1978 WE, the fans. kept this franchise alive, WE
maintained the pulse. WE put on conventions. WE held viewing parties, of TOS reruns, WE held the
line Not for profit but These rules are unreasonable from an artistic and story- telling line.
unreasonable and unrealistic. PLEASE reconsider. We don't have to be Ferengis about this

Report this

So this means death for projects who worked by the book and did everything right by you, like Star
Trek Continues and Star Trek New Voyages? And even projects helmed or supported by former
stars. tike Renegades? Thanks a lot. Axanar And thanks for grossly overreacting, CBS Fan projects
are MUCH better than what you and Paramount have peddled in the last 15 years at least You can
forget about getting any of my money on your products much less on your ill- conceived CBS on
demand Your company is run by corporate shlls . not fans of the IP Way to respect Genes legacy on
the 50th anniversary of Trek

Whomever thought up these guidelines - and the people who authorised them - should be ashamed
That is not the way to keep Star Trek añve for the next SO years It is neither the way of honouring the
late Gene Roddenberry Shame on you. because of this - and this is fact - I wiU never watch the new

late Gene Roddenberry Shame on you because of this - and this is fact - I will never watch the new
Star Trek film nor pay to watch the new Star Trek series

Whomever thought up these guidelines - and the people who authorised them - should be ashamed
That is not the way to keep Star Trek alive for the next 50 years It is neither the way of honouring the
late Gene Roddenberry Shame on you because of this - and this is fact - I will never watch the new
Star Trek film nor pay to watch the new Star Trek series

I promise I had proper paragraph breaks when I posted last night Here's a more readable version
http / /captainapnl blogspot comPPzx= Sef8fda43e2114f7

Your fan film guidelines are meant to crush fan tfUms -to make it impossible for fans to make a film

IfÜtihiliPsinp jtNutintioPfiv*.nu tug, IRST Vhedin rtiggiblI ? P 11.1, l fStdC dtlj lr
without being sued into oblivion You know we know it the entire world knows it It's pathetic that
CBS and Paramount are that frightened of fan films It says something about the quality of current
Star Trek products released by CBS/Paramount It says you think fan productions will outshine your
products and steal your money It also tells us fans that CBS/Paramount knows how terrible their Star
Trek products are and that you are unwilling to make changes to create a better product Star Trek
Into Darkness was probably the worst serious movie I have ever seen It was horrendous and made a
mockery of the franchise and of Star Trek II The Wrath of Khan You should be ashamed But you're
not I know you're not because you've created another product -Star Trek Beyond" that looks equally
as bad I have been a Star Trek fan all my life and I will not pay a penny to see Beyond or to see any
new TV series If I happen to see them for free. and they are as bad as I expect I will be very vocal
online about it I will hurt you in the only place you care about --your bottom line Gene Roddenberry
would be sickened and horrified to see what you've done to his creation

I think 99% here would agree By all means stop Axanar and Alec Peters His seling product and
paying salary combined with his bizarre ego made all true fans extremely uncomfortable and we
pleaded with him to stop for the sake of all of us So stop him - single him out and shut him down We
all agree Just let everyone else do it right This should be a common sense thing, not '1 rule fits all'-
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karl.dron
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tanya.loser
1058 am
Sun Jun 28

TheSciFiJunkie
12 18 pm
Sun Jun 28

JoCat
JoCat
1.06 pm
Sun Jun 28

The truth of the matter is that you have never produced ENOU H Trek. You failed to satiate t e . ns
appetites, so they fed themselves through fan productions Most companies would revel in such fan
appetites. so they fed themselves through fan productions Most companies would revel in such fan
loyalty and recognize it as strengthening the value of their IP without having to spend money or do
any work for it. And since Trek fans have stayed within canon, you lost NOTHING but gained
longevity of your IP The FANS kept YOUR franchise alive when you didn't care about it And
although you seem very interested today. who's to say things wont change? Shift your corporate
direction a bit, and Trek could EASILY get put on a back burner for years (again) or worse.
permanently At that point. its dead. Jim Do you honestly think the fans trust you not to let that
happen? They don't Trek is MORE than mere IP -it is an embodiment of the hope for a brighter
future for humanity, and that is something you do not and cannot control Gene created the vision, but
the FANS bear its spirit Its not about profit to us And that is why fans are against the unreasonable
restrictions you have announced Why not sit down with some fans and work out something that gives
fan productions some decent flexibility to keep fans engaged and keep Trek alive when you don't
care about it

Report this

This egotistical and idiotic guideline will only remove fans from supporting CBS in Star Trek. How
dumb can you be to not understand that supporting the fans is a win van?

rs
Your new "guidelines" are a slap in the face to all fans. This from a longtime and hardcore Trek fan
You have been slowly losing the core Trek audience over the past few years and especially the last 61 Vul IICW tjuIueI11 re. Olt O r.10tI III II IC I ritt IV flit 1011' 1 111. 11V111 0 IVII 1I111C OIIU 1101 tVIC ICA 1011.
You have been slowly losing the core Trek audience over the past few years and especially the last 6
months The thing that should be realized is that the vocal fans that are now 'complaining" ARE the
core Star Trek audience It should be a scary prospect to you that now at this crucial moment in
Trek's history your mistakes are pushing away your most devoted audience LLAP, and please take
the right steps in correcting the actions you are now taking before you lose the people who have kept
the franchise alive through the good and bad times forever LLAP

This is the death knell for any decent fan film Under these mandatory rules, fan creators should
simply quit anyway, as they have no more room to work with (which is probably what CBS/P want
anyway j This rule set only allows for the short home -made parodies

A life long fan of Star Trek, lye watched many fan productions Some where of high quality sump not
so much but all done with an apparent love of the IP, an IP I'm afraid CBS are no longer worthy of
being custodians of because legal definitions aside Star Trek belongs to its global fan base, not a
greedy studio with no clue how to engage with its own customers Rather than effectively shutting
down fan films. CBS and Paramount should be encouraging them because through productions like
these are the next Justin Lin. the next J J Abrams bom You should be using fan films to identify the
best and brightest of talent in the television and movie industry and then offering them jobs, not
stifling their creativity All this does is harm the long term development of the industry

stifling their creativity All this does is harm the long term development of the industry

After reading the "guidelines" I have come to this conclusion 1 not seeing the movie 2 not getting all
access 3 not purchasing products made or "authorized by either company: MY reasons 1 I love all of
the Star Trek franchise 2 the "guidelines" are ridiculous and hurt all fan films 3 the stupidity of
cbslparamount in not seeing it is fans that made star trek what it is because of their love 4 many
more thoughts than I care to write about 5 I want ALL FAN FILMS TO BE ALLOWED TO BE MADE
TO FULL LENGTH with sequels if desired overall results I will be sitting in peaceful protest in front
of the theater handing out copies of the absurd guidelines to passerby's with Sign that basically will
read all of the above

CBS/Paramount, you have just destroyed a wonderful and lucrative franchise with these ridiculous
guidelines Your mandates in no way "support this innovation," nor "encourage celebrations of this
beloved cultural phenomenon ' In truth, your ill thought decision has alienated the fan -base of your
"property" and lessened its value Whoever came up with this idea . and those who approved it .
should be fired. I have been a fan of Star Trek for over 40 years, and you will never see another dime
of my money until these guidelines are dropped.

Dear CBS and Paramount, Your guidelines for fan films absolutely suck. You talk about us ST fans
Dear CBS and Paramount. Your guidelines for fan films absolutely suck You talk about us ST fans
being supportive enthusiastic. and passion for Star Trek We are so enthusiastic and passionate that
we spend hard earned on money and Star Trek movies TV series.and on the fan films What fan is
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walter.ludotf
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Sun Jun 28
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total insult to ST fans everywhere And. I may add t at not all fans live well so they are often
sacrificing something in order to spend money on Star Trek productions but you don't care about that,
do you There is no way to create an ST quality production in under 15 minutes You have effectively
shut down ST fan films and why? Fans have asked and pleaded for years for you to produce a ST TV
series and

y
ou did nothing So they turned to fan films because you continued to do nothing Finally

you are a doing a TV series years upon years later almost as if it is an afterthought on your part in
vague recognition of Star Trek's 50th year which is indeed thanks to the millions of fans who have put
their hearts and souls into loving Star Trek, buying ST productions, going to movies, and attending ST
conventions You say you care about the fans but believe me these ridiculous rules prove beyond a
shadow of doubt that you do not care The motto "CBS Cares" is a hoax a complete lie You care
about money and want to make a profit off from us But you do not care about the fans who have
spent their hard earned money to keep Star Trek going for 50 years and beyond.

Report this

This is so not fair. They are saying -screw you Trekkies" by not allowing us to express our deep love
to Star Trek - the wait can I even say that now that they have down right banned it with their
guidelines They are kind of vague like you can't use star trek but use it You can't make your own
costumes, can't raise more than 50.000 dollars - understandable, but no real actors? This is making
sure that we have no fan base, we will tear ourselves apart Way to cut off your lifeline as we
Trekkies, are the body and soul of star trek In a way - you paramount are kind of retroactively
committing suicide(' have no other way to explain it) by limiting your fan base of what we can and
cannot do Gene Rodenbary - our god of trek is probably roiling in his grave - or laughing at you? At
cannot do. Gene Rodenbary - our god of trek is probably rolling in his grave - or laughing at you? At
least Star Wars is not limited because George Lucas is still alive and kicking. it's just because Gene is
dead that you are the dictators of star trek

Report this

Sorry. you've gone way too far, you've completely crippled fan -films I understand going against
Axanar, even though I think you could have found an amicable solution that wouldn't have alienated
the fans. but this This is a big eff you in the face of the fans who kept the franchise alive through all
the highs and lows Seriously considering to bow out of Trek fandom altogether due to this

alexander.ruddies Ahh, rules that must be broken. Who's with me?
2:51 pm
Sun Jun 28

danen.grayson
3.13 pm

3:13 pm
Sun Jun 20

atwilson
3.37 pm
Sun Jun 26

darren.grayson
307 pm
Sun Jun 20

steve.g.tessier

Report this

Report -ris

? s I'M supporting the petition here https !. vvw chance orgip/cbs- paramount- exemptin- some -way-
the- web - series -star -rek- continues- from -fan -film guidelines

the -web- séries -stir -trek- continues- from-fan- film -guidelines

Report this

I think that you (CBS and Paramount) have missed the benefit that fan films will provide to you. You
are focusing on the money you have lost for something you were not producing anyway There is
plenty of room in the ST universe for all You want to keep the fan fiction from the main path of your
story arcs ok that just avoids confusion but don't restrict the time or money used to develop those
fan films Instead embrace them and realize the marketing path that they give for you Instead you are
headed down a path where you are alienating the true fans that will loyally spend money on your
various outlets Please realize that you are not protecting your projects you are killing them

Report 3is

Ifs a testament to the greatness of Star Trek that it endures despite the best efforts of it's owners. I
have been a fan for over 30 years and for much of that time I was deeply involved in fandom I have
helped run a fan club, run a convention, edit a newsletter I've mitten articles and done radio
interviews I even made two fan films (but didn't try and start my own studio off the back of it) Fans
like myself kept the franchise alive through the lean times and through the turgid times And we also
handed over a lot of money to CBS /paramount through all this. The majority of fans don't expect to be
able to make a profit from their devotion. but they do expect to be respected and to be heard By
coming down so hard on fans greatest creations (particularly for me. ST C and New Voyages) the
e fçlnf4 SL §Inn rlakinggn'Vk g5t .9LN0ttirka, ligss d)tye,IR fneRkt_Pd'Rlís. VI ARPON
owners of Star Trek demonstrate their continuing indifference to their customers and champions I

cannot help feel that I should be finding a new franchise with more understanding and compassionate
guardians

Report this

If CBS/Paramount forces the Star Wars- ification of Star Trek movies and TV series down the Fan's
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that Mother is s I will not see Star trek Beyond, it is Mindless!

gomcse
3'39 pm
Sun Jun 28

Report this

Just cancelled my order for the Bluetooth Communicator and my trip to the Star Trek con. I'm only
one person, but enough one persons" will make a difference. #NotOneMoreDirne

theo.ncsoul
fneo.ncsoul
3'40 pm
Sun Jun 26

cis

I have listened to both sides of this argument Whether you believe that fan films that have taken the
iilPSedligiéiléttr to BLJ1(j'3ri&E ! IWig rdf gdllfg('rAlfetfigi ÿos54iE1<ltiv` dart i'Yilr11S' IhérSiddid{ti B uie
time and effort to produce a quality product for the fans is somehow restrictive to the studios that
have at least and order of magnitude greater level of resources to generate their product is going too
far is your opinion To me the point is restriction of creativity The guidelines as laid out would prevent
any creative person from mentioning any character, any uniform, and sub -plot, etc ever related to S...
Trek (which by the way we can't even refer to in writing because of this) CBS 8 P have already
indicated they want to copyright a language (Kfingon) which has grown far beyond the few grunts and
groans from the TOS CBS & P didn't do that The FANS did thati Yet they insist that their guidelines
are for OUR benefit As a creative person does that mean every time I have an idea for a book or
screenplay I have to pass it through CBS or Paramount and see if they like if And if they reject it
then all that work goes in the garbage can because I can't explore anything that refers to S Trek
even in a peripheral way's How does that encourage creativity? CBS 8 P have literally cut off a TON
of free advertising And for what? Jealousy? Fear What act like mercantile savages (since I can't say
Fereng ) when you control a franchise that promotes "Infinite diversity in Infinite Combinations " Who
do you think you are making these movies for? If you really believe that S . Trek is just about the
roller coaster ride and the special effects you might as well give up the franchise Because you are
missing the whole point If the fans are not part of the Universe there is NO universe. We will go on
We will survive this And the stories that CBS & P do not wish to be told (like Axanar) will be told one
day But, that will be in another Universe where honor is not a dirty word and S Trek can once again
be spoken aloud without fear, or restriction or persecution CBS 8 P can either lead, follow or get hell
out of the way To the fans, I say "Qaplahr"

tomvason258
823 pm
Sun Jun 28

Spread the word, #BoycottBeyond and #BoycottSTReboot, unless the guidelines are eliminated and it
goes back to how it has been before all this law suit nonsense even started The fan's made Treki
Now is the time for the fans to unite!

bun Jun 10 .CVO N u.0 .,.c ,V. ..,< Cl . W .Inn<

alexander.ruddies So, basically what they're say ing is break your rules Did anyone else hear "break the rules'? I can
work with that Who's with me"?625 pm

Sun Jun 28

I eamNaxinus
6 41 pm
Sun Jun 28

This is the best CBS/Paramount could do? This will have the exact opposite effect from what you
profess in this story These guidelines will kill fan -made films and ultimately, this wit bring down the
franchise Fans are what pay for tickets, buy your sponsors' products and keep Star Trek running
With this kick to your fans' teeth. you will drive away your very life's blood Did CBS /Paramount
Marketing actually agree to this? ??

ivw
1128 pm

1128 pm
Sun Jun 28

These so called guidelines are not designed to facilitate fan rims These guidelines are designed to
kill fan films CBS and Paramount should just man up and say they do not want fan films made Your

kill fan films CBS and Paramount shout just man up and say they do not want fan films made Your
fiction says "CBS and Paramount Pictures are big believers in reasonable fan fiction " Do you realty
think fans believe this If you think Trek fans are that gullible and stupid. then you have no clue about
your audience It's obvious that the suits who came up with these guidelines have no clue about
Marketing and PR because you just alienated a large share of your customers not to mention all the
negative PR in the media If CBS and Paramount Marketing and PR were involved in creating these
guidelines then you really have no idea what you are doing t know that ifs hard to admit mistakes but
in This case that would be wisest move you could make and develop new and sensible guidelines
You could call the new guidelines a "Reboot " Like many other fans I won't be in line to see "Beyond"
nor will I be watching the new sedes I probably won't watch any other CBS programs

Report this
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eventually the franchise erhaps one fan film exaggerat in s ambition to ma e good quality (fan)
film So not all this guidelines are nonsense but seriously cutting it down to a max of 30 min in two
parts This will kill every fan project most aimed at series length, because that is what most star
trek is . series episodes Buying the " originar props In my opinion this is simply to make money
On the one hand this is probably the right of CBS /P But honestly, have you ever looked at the quality
of uniforms or other pros? At least what I can get here in Germany are kids toys and cheap
po ester Do you rea want Star Trek to be represented like this? In general I have roblems

. . . 1 t . .' . . a .1 . - n .. .. - ... I I ..

opinion what a fan film is - has quite some freedom in respect on adapting or even reuse of elements
1m a fan for over 20 years know after Enterprise was canceled and rye watched all series again at
least once there was a big nothing for me The last movies were ok, nice visuals, a lot of action, but I
don't know it not completely felt like Star Treki So I started looking for fan productions .. and I found a
lot Even if visuals and such didn't match the pprofessional productions it was/is nice to see what other

r .. , , ...:k c Y, c : , . c r : . ¡ .ti: a .:. .r c :c:
fat Even ifrvisuals and suctî thin 1 match thíe professional productions rt was7ts nice to see what other
fans have done and so I stayed with Star Trek instead of searching for something other in the SciFi
area (And in the mean time buying a lot of this "original" props) However, as long as this guidelines
are in place in this form. I think I've to search for something else No paying for the new movie. no
paying/watching the new series and no buying of expensive toys, not even for the anniversary' This
guidelines don't come with the spirit that Star Trek transported over the years. This guidelines are
simply there to make money

Report This

Your new fan guidelines are a slap in the face of true fans who only wish to expand the Star Trek
universe As a diehard fan of Star Trek. what you have just done goes against what Star Trek stands
for and means to millions of us A fan show like Renegades or Axanar just expands the already vast
Trek universe and does not in anyway dim our cravings for more official Trek production Why can't
they do hand in hand? Are you worried that the Axanar team seem to be creating a better Trek film
than anything in recent years with so little cost that you got scared? C'moni

I am not here to argue for Axanar nor am I here to bash JJ Abrams 8 the rebooted films I was a child
when Star Trek hit the airwaves 50 years ago and have been an ardent fan ever since When the
networks first tried to cancel the series, it was a FAN letter writing campaign that saved it When the
networks finally canceled it another year later, when Shatner was penniless, practically living in his
car and making ends meet by wearing a stolen Trek uniform to parties. it was the FANS who kept
Star Trek alive through syndication, merchandise and the conventions When the first Star Wars
movie was such a hu success. it was the network and the studio who decided to be the ultimate
movie was sluN'a lîu a success, rt was tfîe networant the st(îctô wi7o dne=ctto e ge ultimate
copycats and revive their long- archived franchise And you did so on the backs of the long- hungering
FANS who you knew would show up in force to consume it It is the FANS who have kept your
revenue stream alive for fifty years It is the FANS who continue to buy your products. attend your
movies and long for more product, more consistent stones and more than you have given us for five
decades It is the FANS who have kept Trek alive through fan films - the good, the bad and the
laughable Instead of developing rapport incorporating this passion into the Trek universe, working to
find a way to make things better, you have now opted to crush fan films with unrealistic, burdensome
and creativity killing "guidelines " The FANS, the actors. technicians. writers and artists who have
labored in love to tell their tales are disappointed beyond words I have given to several of these
projects and enjoy almost all of them Never have I thought well rm taking money away from
Paramount to support this fan film No, they have been concurrent choices to enjoy all the Trek I
could find Through fifty years of frustration - cancellation. isolation, misfires. reboots and absence
from our theaters and TVs, the FANS have kept the Star Trek dream alive. despite your constant, fifty
year mission to alienate and drive us away Perhaps. with these oppressive guidelines, you have
finally accomplished your genocidal mission to drive away the passionate core of your fan base As
Spock said at the end of Amok Time, "After a brne, you may find that having is not so pleasing a thing
alter all as wanting It is not logical but it is often true "

Dear CBS. I must strongly dissuade you from invoking your published "Star Trek Fanfifm Guidelines ".
Actually they render each established fan production gillegal" They diminish the fan following of Star
Trek as the passion for this franchise lacks proper feeding with ever new material in the absence of
fan films Fan films are not bad for the studio, no copyright infringement. as they see to enrich a brand
and keep the momentum going A Studios can actually only benefit from their existence, for more as it
is their turn to exploit them - without any production cost So I daresay your disencouragement will
( ?iérPi rrY1i9iVE4181Merñ "-'Utrt'óLctnrai proaucton cos( 50. i aaresay, your aisencouragemenr wir
only cost YOUR money Yours sincerely

I have been with ST since I was very young I remember watching the first run of the series on a little
black and white 18" TV in my parents bedroom, and it was a huge thing when I was allowed to see it
on the color console I have watched every series, have all the DVDs and even have the JJ versions
I remember the letter writing campaign, the dark years. the 1st movie CBS has not done anything
with the frachise in 10 years and left it up to the fans to provide their own To their credit, they did let
the fans try as they could to produce good material but now. out of the blue, they throw these New
Rules of Acquisition out, and have casually trashed all the careful and painful growth of the fan
community Is that ethical? No Does it show any appreciation for the fans? No Does it increase
shareholder value in CBS? No It seals the doom for any new series (which already has cut its
proverbial throat with being only on pay to get/and will be -'socially correct "according to their
announcement) Instead of embracing the fan community and working with it to leverage it for all of
Treks benefit. they seek to kill it All with the guise of protecting an IP that can easily be said to have
become public domain long before It looks like if it serves CBS it is ok, but if it serves the fans. it is
not Be careful CBS look at history Admiral Yamamoto said "A military man can scarcely pride

1 .L. 1 ._ " ' '- -._0 ill _I_ _.r 110 _ -.. 1 . 111 11. rjiliriY riw r_r .iaaa4

11:55 pm
Sun Jun 20
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JoCat
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that, angered and outraged, he will soon (launch a determined counterattack "j

You talk about innovation IDIC) but where are the satisfaction needs being met from a mufti -cultural
9` tn.Yricv.i inFre atabSÁ hr_RrotNri táreiiiV erga'sflAttlfit /trik'714 rí rtfeiSi"á'Fark- fearturar
point of view? Fan -based Ims is what got me interested in Star Trek again We cannot solve a
problem by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them' Albert Einstein

Report this

15 minutes ?7 Seriousty)9'7 Star Trek is alive today because FANS kept it alive in the '70s- I know. I
was one of them I've enjoyed your shows. your movies. books and recently the various fan
productions This attempt to smother the fan film community is a slap in the face to all of us- right in
time for the 50th anniversary Well -produced and polished fan productions can only reflect favorably
on the whole franchise Please don t shut them down

Reç.c uu
CBS /Paramount, all you have done is alienate the very fan base that has sustained the Star trek
franchise since 1966 Instead of celebrating this 50th anniversary year of Star Trek with its fans, you
have sought to openly and willfully destroy its spirit, meaning, and significance for all who celebrate
Star Trek in ALL its forms Congratulations!

Report this

Report 8, s

CBS/Paramount Delete Your Media Relations Team

R,

CBS/Paramount Please fire the brain trust responsible for this flaming affront to fandom film and the
franchise!

Idiots .

u..
Those guidelines effectively kills any fan production And It kills fandom itself Where would you (CBS
and Paramout) be without your fans? Why try to alienate us? You're all filthy rich thanks to usi Yet
you treat us like crap There was no star trek on N for many years so dedicated fans made their own
stuff instead Fans like Alec Peters By doing so, the fans kept the franchise alive when you didn't!
You should be thankful, yet this is the thanks we get You try to kill your own fandom That's not a
very smart thing to do This war on the fans makes me sick I'm not even sure I want to watch the
new movie any more.

Dear CBS and Paramount, honestly with these ridiculously rigid guidelines for ST fan films you ha:
caused alot of hurt and distrust between the fan base and you

CaptainJack09072016 The people on CBSJParamount responsible for this Fanfilm Guidelines should be ashamed to this
6:3e am terrible things to the Fanbase of Star Trek. From my position i will boycott alle new Productions.
Tue Jun 28
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Repoli Ins

Frankly. 1 think P /C8S are chopping off their own nose to spite their own face on this one They are
alienating their fans and doing everything to kick the fans out of their sandbox. one they didn't even
build themselves As Richard Hatch has said many times, These big corporate studios just don't
understand scifi because it simply does not fit their business model So they kill it as quickly as
possible and piss off the fans who love it at every turn This is a perfect example of that, along side
lost shows like Firefly, Max Headroom. VR5, Battlestar Galactica '78, Alien Nation, Knight Rider '08,
and others just like them That being said. P /CBS are only interested in continuing the Kelvin
Timeline, leaving the Prime Universe abandoned by them But the fans refuse to abandon what they
love and want to show how much they love that universe by creating more stones within it even if
they are not canon, endorsed. approved, or even acknowledged by the studios and their bureaucracy
The fans are no threat to them, they never were and never will be The fan's love of Star Trek is
sincere, passionate, and relentless As a result, no fan would choose to bring harm to what they love
and their creations are faithful to the heart and soul of Star Trek as Gene Roddenberry envisioned it
How can non -profit fan creations harm a big studio when for 50 years those same creations have kept
that vision that dream alive and thriving against the worst tides of society's troubles and upheaval
The dream of Star Trek endures because it represents hope and a guiding compass towards a better
future and the fans seek to make that dream a reality That's why technology has advanced the way it
has - communicators into flip phones, personal computers, laptops. touch screens, datapads into
iPads and Kindles . the development of Transparent Aluminum. the discovery of a trans -warp bubble
created by an EM drive and so many other pieces of technology - all thanks to the dream, to Star
Trek No one would hurt something they love so much A fact the corporate bureaucrats fail to see or
understand
urluf Sl'duu...

F-çort 's
I will no longer pay for Star Trek products or patronize your productions. Thank you for proving your
past content and good luck in your future endeavors

R. ac -rs
My biggest gripe is the 15 minutes limit film and no series With regards to citizenship limiting on fan
donation concerns the right to freedom of press Just curious w:ti full movie of AAanar be allowed?
Before the guidelines were written? "The pen is mightier than the sword -I -Ben Franklin-

Then I guess it's goodbye. Star Trek You got it right when you said it was the fans who saved it, then
k- it at : and made it thrive What's wrong? Afraid others can do better than you? Su
CBS /Paramount in the spirit of your new guidelines of what can and can't be used fU say in the
words of a once famous character "Go to hell'
worm or a once ramous character: uo to neu

Revert this

Trek before profits' You need to revise your guidelines on fan films if you intend to keep me from
boycotting CBS/Paramount #IStandWithAxanar

Reçcrl this

There is a sense of duty to loyal fans "People are often unreasonable and self- centered Forgive
them anyway If you are kind. people may accuse you of ulterior motives Be kind anyway If you are
honest people may cheat you Be honest anyway If you find happiness, people may be jealous Be
happy anyway The good you do today may be forgotten tomorrow Do good anyway Give the world
the best you have and it may never be enough Give your best anyway For you see, in the end, it is
between you and God It was never between you and them anyway -Mother Theresa --

I just listened to the Podcast that discussed this guidelines All I have to say is wow this executive
(John Van Citters), is probably the primary person who is pushing for these strict guidelines. thinks
(John Wn t zi%T,,' s pfobably'i a primary° person tavvol's-rilPhinnqlgrIfh ése 'MU gúitfeunes" lhin cs °
that by creating strict guidelines that somehow fosters the little guy" to make fan films Obviously he
is confused, creating structure is reasonable. these uideliines are unreasonable . as one example of
unreasonableness restricting the use to only use officially licensed costume/props/etc would cause
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1:14 pm
Sun AA 03

krIl3
12.52 pm
Mon Jul 04

Nastya23l 1:42 pm
Mon Jul 04

susanna.chisholm
5.39 pm
Mon Jul 04

susanna.chisholm
0:46 pm
Tue Jul 05

Kenneth T. Jensen
1149 am
Thu Jul 07

susanna.chisholm
3.22 pm
Mon Jul 11

steve.g.tessier
5.11 em
Sun Jul 17

originally created with TOS and TNG CBS has just condemned fans from being able to celebrate the
essence of Star Trek. Furthermore, it goes to prove that CBS/Paramount don't care about the FANS
and it is the FANS that have kept this franchise afloat for over 50 yearslll

Fans put their love and heart into their productions They only want to give back to the Star Trek
community Your decision is not in keeping with the Roddenberry (and Barrett) vision. and serves to
only hurl the loyal and dedicated fans Star Trek fans are amazingly creative and loyal, so 1 wi0
support the passion of the fan made productions) I will not support a franchise that treats it's fans like
this It is the fans that have kept the spirit alive all these years, keep up the tremendous work
Trekkers!)

Report this

Repoli this

The fans are the whole reason Star Trek has remained so popular through the decades and made as
much money as it has The new guidelines are a slap in the face to all of its supporters What CBS
and Paramount have done here is create a rift . forcing fans to choose a side when we should stand
together. They have also made it dear that it's about money and not the spirit of what the Star Trek
Universe represents I will continue to support the hard working and dedicated Trek fans interested in
spreading the love through their creative endeavors I hope the people responsible for these new
guidelines quickly come to their senses and apologize to the Star Trek community

Report this

Sometimes, it is difficult to reach the heart of one person let alone a group of media network. It is
therefore in the greatest hope that CBS/Paramount for an open and honest communication with fan
film makers/fans for better outcome relating to guidelines "Of all of our inventions for mass
communication. pictures stil speak the most universally understood language ' - Walt Disney -

I say Axanar is promised to the fans "How would it be to call it 'to boycott hgn'7 -American journalist
James Redpath

s

I thick you are confusing Freedom with schakefing people' Don't sound proud of this CBS it's the
wrong directionl you are alienating your star trek fans. and burning your own productions,

Report this

ICYMI this group hope to negotiate better terms for the guidelines We have over 1200 members
now, and ask that you help take the polls to discuss how we would fike to see the guidelines changed
https 11m facebook corn /groupslsmallaccessfview =group

Report tvs

In my opinion. these guidelines is a problem and too important to be left to the media networkljudges
lt is argued persuasively also that our society needs to weigh the economic interests of the owners of
intellectual work against the larger academic and public interests in making this work available ' -A
Herrington Professor in the School of Literature -
Hemngton, Nrotessor in me School or Literature-

CBS doesn't understand Star Trek Fandom The Fan Films are like Fanzines and Vi- bpages of the
Past. Star Trek is co

r
sid'snìd Mother Fandom, attack it and Loose ill

Report this
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FI 'r Be and will be the last official product I will see . and I amt pa in. l'll .a to see another non
4.58 pm
Tue Jul 1g

artmcgrath
10.57 am
Thu Aug 25
tll'1/ am
Thu Aug 25

lparamount
movie an. wan.er into I e :eyon. au.rtonum

oosen"
m .one wit . h t e guide me

Report 5 s

I doubt anyone at the studio reads these comments or cares what fans think but fil comment anyway
I've probably spent thousands of dollars on Star Trek over the years --VHS, DVD, books, models.
video games and would have continued to do so I'm done spending money on Star Trek and fm
video games and would have continued to do so I'm done spending money on Star Trek and I'm
going to encourage everyone I know online or in person. to do the same And lit do it constantly If I
ever get anything ST related it will be secondhand so the cash doesn't go to you You obviously
despise your fans so were returning the favor I'm not been a big fan of the new films but watched
them (except the newest, thanks for talking me out of that) but never again And screw your new
series These fan films kept Star Trek alive and continued story lines the studio would never have
done and in a lot of ways they were much better than anything the studio did Farewell Star Trek I

suppose it was time for you to fade away anyway.

STR!? TREK'
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